
Chapter 1421 

 

In the desert country hotel, the tea doctors are ready to go. In terms of executive ability, excellent 

medical teams in all walks of life can certainly compare with the military. It's definitely not some idle 

work. The waist and legs don't come. 

 

There were four special planes when they came, but when they went back, they didn't seem to have 

anything to say. Let alone the special plane, no one even came out to give an explanation. Zhang Fanya 

was broken. 

 

It doesn't matter whether Zhang Fan chooses his own team or not. 

 

There is only chagrin in my heart. Except why I don't speak well, I won't give any unfriendly greetings to 

desert countries and banks, because medical treatment is what you love and I want. I can't step on other 

people's brothers and have them circumcised. 

 

That's not medical. That's a butcher. 

 

You can't let some old men be wronged. When you came, you were very enthusiastic. Now you have to 

go and don't even arrange a means of transportation. Zhang Fan is quite angry about this. He doesn't 

ask for any desert country. 

 

Call the frontier government directly. The frontier government really didn't say that. The direct reply to 

Zhang Fan is, please don't worry. We will coordinate the civil aviation immediately. A special plane will 

arrive tomorrow at the latest, and four special planes will pick you up. 

 

 

Really, Zhang Fan is usually cheap to stick to the government. In fact, he always feels that he doesn't 

stick to white and others. But this time, he really feels that zhennima is happy with his mother's 

children. 

 

 

Although there are no institutions such as esophagus stationed here, there are a lot of businesses in the 

frontier. The leaders of the China Business Association came to the hotel at the first time with a lot of 

bodyguards. 

 

 

Looking at the leader of the Trade Federation, Zhang Fan always feels that this guy is not a businessman! 

It looks like a black faced Bao Gong. It's clearly the people in the system, okay! 

 

 



But people say they are businessmen. Well, let's be businessmen. 

 

"Don't feel ashamed. Don't feel that you can't get over it if you haven't been selected. People will have a 

low point, otherwise they don't accord with materialism." others don't know what to think, but old man 

Lu is deeply afraid that Zhang Fan will be frustrated and never recover. 

 

 

Because Zhang Fan is so smooth, let alone suffer, and has not even suffered a loss. Such a person, 

looking at the scenery, can't stand setbacks at all. 

 

Sometimes, the old man will think, why can the successful people of their generation have such 

toughness? It is because they have been tempered. 

 

 

Looking at Zhang Fan, the old man carefully inquired about Zhang Fan's career. When he was in the 

county hospital, the leaders opened a small stove for him, and gave him some small money and special 

care from time to time. 

 

It's even more amazing to enter the tea vegetable hospital. Driving a car with a special license plate, you 

are already the president of the provincial third-class hospital at a young age, which is rare in the 

country. 

 

 

For the youngest disciple and the most gifted disciple, the old man thought it was good to have a 

setback occasionally. 

 

Zhang Fan smiled awkwardly. NIMA came to pack the money with great fanfare. As a result, she was 

rushed back by others. She didn't even solve her money. To tell the truth, Zhang Fan actually had a bad 

taste in her heart. 

 

It's like an explicit promise to meet naked together when she comes tonight. As a result, when she 

comes to the door, NIMA's relatives in a room are laughing and laughing. She seems to have come to 

deliver beer! 

 

However, old man Lu is too worried. The old man cares about Zhang Fan and knows the situation since 

Zhang Fan worked. He doesn't know the situation of Zhang fan that year. 

 

Setbacks, Zhang Fan has experienced almost in college, so this thing, Zhang Fan in addition to the anger 

of not making money, there is nothing to lose heart. In those days, his brother was flushed with anxiety 

and was watered with cold water. What can this be. 

 

The doctors in the tea vegetable hospital are probably the most frustrated. The wheels of the car in 

front are all available. Bayin's little red Audi dunima has become the target of the female staff of the tea 



vegetable hospital. 

 

However, despite the loss, there is no need to carry out any psychological intervention. In the profession 

of doctors, there are too many things to see through after more than ten years of experience. If you 

don't see through, how can the divorce rate be so high! 

 

Clean up, Zhang Fan asked Lao Chen to take care of several old men. After all, it's not domestic. In China, 

Zhang Fan had your mother lift the table and go home. Now he has a lot to consider, the most important 

thing is security. 

 

…… 

 

In the vineyard hospital in the desert country, the medical team in the bank country has begun 

treatment. "Full coverage of high-dose hormones and antibiotics is maintained to reduce the patient's 

temperature!" 

 

In China, there is a kind of doctor called three element doctor. What does that mean? He rarely uses 

antibiotics, hormones and vitamins. 

 

For example, if you ask a top doctor to treat a cold, he can only treat the patient's symptoms, but can't 

reduce the patient's course of disease. In other words, if you have a cold, a lot of snot flows into your 

mouth, and you can't touch your nose with a paper towel. 

 

Top doctors can only improve your runny nose at most. It's impossible to end your cold quickly. 

 

But the three element doctor is different. He starts to give you some hormones, and then the 

impermeability area of the spectrum is fully covered. He'll get well the next day! 

 

Then it gives people a feeling that the doctor is too awesome. 

 

In fact, this NIMA is nonsense. 

 

"Hypothermia, hypothermia!" hearing the nurses' report, the bank's medical team was very proud, 

although they didn't show it on their face, "with a fart colchicine, these Chinese doctors don't 

understand anything." 

 

"Interferon treatment!" 

 

The son of the boss of the desert country was directly treated. Really, if this disease was not rare, they 

would certainly find a medicine man to try, but this disease is the same as the bleeding disease of the 

three islands royal family, even rarer than that. They can't find an unrelated patient. 

 

There are a lot of abnormal treatment in the hospital. Because the diagnosis of many diseases may not 

be clear, but doctors will detour, that is, exploratory treatment. It's like taking off your clothes. First try 



to touch each other's hands, and then touch each other's shirt buttons. It's gradual. 

 

If someone touches the other person's hand and they slap him in the face, the doctor will immediately 

turn his head and change another way of treatment. 

 

In the banking country, after seeing the hormones and antibiotics go up, the body temperature drops 

significantly, which makes it bold to go directly to immunosuppressants. 

 

Go straight up and kill, allogeneic protein. 

 

How to describe this treatment? The transformer caught fire, and then the fire-fighting was not 

professional. Pots of water poured on it. At the beginning, it seemed that the flame was small. But under 

ionization, water molecules become oxygen and hydrogen. 

 

Then it was burning and directly became an explosion! 

 

The son of the boss of desert country feels much better after hormone and antibiotic treatment. First of 

all, he doesn't burn. His body has changed from heavy to relaxed like a swallow. He also has an appetite. 

He wants to eat mutton legs and steak. 

 

Looking at the wives and concubines around me, I feel like I can do it again! 

 

The young man had enough to eat and drink. He ate a steak, ate some roast lamb legs, drank some milk 

tea, lay in the hospital bed, stroked his newly married wife, and felt that his health was good. He felt as 

if the room was a little stuffy and he didn't breathe well. 

 

After opening the window, people began to feel that the house was too stuffy. They struggled to get up, 

go out and embrace nature. 

 

As a result, as soon as he got up, he flopped and lay on the ground. His face was as purple as an 

eggplant. At the same time, his whole body began to turn red, which was the same as that after 

everyone steamed crabs and boiled prawns on national day. 

 

Then, the white foam flowed out like washing powder. Followed by the Yellow shit, the Yellow shit liquid 

began to flow out from the hips, accompanied by a smell of stinky tofu that seemed to ferment too 

much. The smell came to my face with a sour and eye piercing smell. 

 

The woman was also scared. She was incontinent. She shouted and shouted. Looking at the unconscious 

scratching and scratching of the young man's fingers on the ground, she seemed to see a ghost. 

 

Doctors and nurses rushed in for the first time. Seeing this posture, the doctor shouted, "hurry, inform 

the boss's ward. Don't give the boss drugs. There's a problem with this treatment!" 

 

Before they were treated, they had intermittent fever and various rashes on their skin, but this has 



never happened. At this point, the young man has suffocated. 

 

The doctor shouted and took the nurse to rescue. 

 

It's too late to do other things, and the anesthetic is too late to use. Shine on the tracheal ring, puff, 

directly cut down, puff, puff, puff, the blood foam is like a water stain sprinkled with jumping sugar, 

dancing at the wound. 

 

The young man curled up in a ball finally relaxed and relieved. Although he was still unconscious, there 

was no near death phenomenon, and his hands were no longer dancing. 

 

"Tracheal edema!" in many TV performances, when tracheal edema occurs, patients often scratch the 

place where they grasp the trachea and throat. In fact, it is wrong. When suffocating quickly, the brain is 

anesthetized first, and then when the brain feels that it is going to suffocate, it can't give specific 

instructions. 

 

Then it brings the twitch of muscles, the twitch of body muscles, and the unconscious dance of limbs. 

 

For example, foaming at the mouth is to secrete a lot of excitement from the glands, because the brain 

can't suppress it. 

 

The boss of desert country was going to be treated. He thought his son began to shout for steak and rest 

in advance. 

 

This time, he felt that the treatment of the banking state was effective. Lying on the hospital bed, seeing 

that the needle was about to enter the blood vessel, his men ran in a panic, pushed away the injection 

needle and said to the boss, "there is a problem with the treatment, the childe is going to hang up." 

 

The president got up at once. He was not ill today. He didn't have a fever. He quickly ran into his son's 

ward and saw his son lying on the ground covered with excrement and urine. He looked at the blood 

hole in his throat and the doctors around him. 

 

He immediately understood that there was a problem with the treatment. The disease in their family 

was not a generation, and there had never been such a thing that could die at once. 

 

"What about the medical experts in China!" his subordinates reported to the experts who chose the 

bank country. He just nodded and didn't say a word. 

 

It was not that he had forgotten the experts in China, but that he had deliberately forgotten. The small 

country and few people's temperament of not taking advantage of others and being afraid of others 

taking advantage of themselves was immediately revealed. 

 

If it's China, it's not about the country, it's about ordinary people asking for help. Although they didn't 

help, they still have to ask how to send it back. Maybe they need to pack a small red envelope or 



something. 

 

Now he thinks of Chinese experts. 

Chapter 1422 

 

 

"The eldest brother's son is in danger now. Everyone is dead. He vomited white foam all over the 

ground. The doctor said he was in shock. The eldest brother asked you to go there!" 

 

Zhang Fan's head grew big. What's the name of NIMA! What doctors don't like most is not to come to 

the emergency department, but to pick up work on the way. What do you say about this. 

 

It's like Lao Li, who wrote about houheixue, told a story that someone was shot with an arrow. The 

surgeon sawed off the arrow shaft exposed outside his body, and then said to go to the physician. The 

surgery was over. 

 

Although it's a joke, this thing is actually the last thing doctors want to do. 

 

 

Starting price? Open your mouth and say fill our sacks! No, this is not a doctor. NIMA is here to rob the 

bank. 

 

 

In the doctor's law, there is a doctor's responsibility and obligation to rescue patients at risk. This one 

was really good in China more than ten years ago. You can't erase the Chinese medical system. 

 

 

In the early years, when the child was ill and had no money at home, he directly threw the child at the 

door of the hospital. The hospital not only had to see a doctor for the child, but also took care of the 

food! When the child recovers, the parents come. Hospitals can't deduct children's treatment fees. 

 

 

The hospital will not let the doctor take off his white coat and chase the patient home as a debt 

collection team. 

 

Of course, we should be happy when we refuse people and hesitate when we promise people. We all 

take the bus to the hospital. Zhang Fan keeps telling us: it's all treated by people. We may not be able to 

do it when we go, but we won't hesitate for the friendship between the two countries and the morality 

of the doctor, but it may not be useful. 



 

 

After all, we don't know what special treatment methods were used in the whole process of the other 

party's treatment. We don't know. You know, almost no doctor will be willing to take over this kind of 

crisis patient on the way. 

 

Not to mention the success of the treatment, it should be successful. But what if the patient dies in our 

hands? Moreover, our doctor has been ready to go home since noon. At present, he has not even eaten. 

 

 

However, you need help. At our command, we sent out collectively. There are not only tea experts, but 

also the top experts in China, such as academician Lu 

 

Ten minutes away, Zhang Fan said all the way without stopping for a moment. The officials in charge 

came to ask Zhang Fan to scold their mother. NIMA called you to pick you up at the hotel. You have 

been on standby at the door of the hotel. 

 

 

Now tell me, you don't want to come, and you don't dare to take over. He doesn't know how to describe 

these Chinese doctors. 

 

Nagging, nagging, old man Lu couldn't see the patient's treatment data in his hand. He really didn't 

expect that his apprentice had the potential of a profiteer. He was surprised by his strong mentality. 

 

After entering the hospital, Zhang Fan didn't immediately let the doctors into the hospital, but stood in 

front of all tea doctors, looked serious and said, "you should have a good attitude and a good attitude in 

everything you do. 

 

Don't think we are broken urinals. Please throw them away when they are useful. First of all, we are a 

doctor. It's our bounden duty to treat patients and save people. I reiterate here. Anyway, since we 

come, we must do our duty and abide by the moral bottom line of this profession. 

 

I hope everyone will go all out and don't feel childish, let alone angry. Now I order you to enter the 

hospital to take over the patient! " 

 

"Yes!" the troops like soldiers stood neat and answered loudly and forcefully! 

 

The boss of the desert country who endured a high fever and pain finally appeared. Looking at the 

neatly arranged doctors in the tea vegetable hospital and the neat and uniform answers of Chinese 

doctors, he seemed to feel that Chinese doctors had a way to save their children and treat their own 

diseases. 

 

In the distance, a line of people trotted into the hospital like a vineyard. The doctors of the bank country 



standing in the corridor also saw the doctor team of China. Listening to their neat footsteps, they were 

like hammers, hammering in their hearts. 

 

"What's wrong with NIMA? How can laryngeal edema lead to asphyxia inexplicably? The side effects of 

these drugs have not led to edema?" 

 

The more they listen to the neat steps, the more upset they are. The more upset they feel that their 

treatment is no problem. The problem should be the problem of the patient! 

 

This NIMA is really getting into a corner. 

 

Zhang Fan didn't have time to talk to them. If not for the personal property of the boss of the desert 

country in their country's Bank, it is estimated that this group of people would have been invited out of 

the desert country. 

 

In the medical industry, sometimes the winner is the king. Patients will not worry about your usual 

efforts, let alone how much you have paid for the disease. They will only worry about the effect of your 

treatment. 

 

When I entered the ward, I saw chicken feathers on the ground, the yellow liquid under my hips mixed 

with the white foam around my mouth. It was really like the waste water from the slaughterhouse. The 

dark green plant leaves floating on the surface of instant noodles occasionally. I didn't know whether it 

was coriander or leek, or intestinal mucosa. 

 

There is no need to describe the taste. In a confined space, the smell of human sweat, the smell of 

people in desert countries and bank countries, as well as the smell of disinfectant, mixed with yellow 

water all over the place, there is really no way to describe this compound taste. 

 

The patient was still on the ground, and the doctors in desert country didn't dare to move away. They 

simply did a trachea circumcision, inserted into the resin spreader of the air inlet pipe, and kept emitting 

blood bubbles, just like blowing bubbles with strawberry bubble gum just eaten by children. One came 

out, stayed for three seconds, burst, and then came out again. 

 

"Come on, check! The anesthesiologist checks vital signs, the internal medicine asks about the treatment 

process, and the surgery is on standby!" Zhang Fan quickly gives an order. 

 

The patient has been in shock. The body temperature that had dropped is now hot. The heart rate has 

been up and down by 180. If you jump for a while, heart failure will come. 

 

The blood pressure is high and low, and the shortness of breath is like sleeping ten beauties all night. 

 

The stethoscope is placed on the chest without listening carefully. The lungs are like a battlefield, and 

the explosion of blisters is like a bomb. 

 



"Pulmonary edema!" Zhang Fan had just finished the physical examination. 

 

The one from the tea plant Department began to shout: 

 

"With the use of large doses of hormones and immunosuppressants, the hormone metabolism time is 

not enough!" 

 

Nima blocked Zhang Fan's way of using hormones, and now the edema of the whole body system is the 

result of hormones and immunosuppressants. Combined with the abnormal protein in the patient's 

body, the result is not a side effect of one plus one, but a multiple growth. 

 

Fortunately, the doctors of these banking countries first treat young adults. If it is an old man or an 

infant, it is estimated that it is cold now! 

 

"Quick, diuretic, combined diuretic, intravenous push!" Zhang Fan quickly gave oral medical advice. Then 

he kept cleaning the foreign bodies in the patient's mouth. 

 

"See pee, see pee!" on the swollen urinary tract, insert the urinary tube hard. 

 

The lower body is like hanging a pig's large intestine. There is only slowly exuding blood but no trace of 

urine in the external urinary tract. 

 

"Hang up!" a voice came out of Zhang Fan's heart. 

 

Now, there is a large area of edema in the lungs, and lung failure is in front of us. The kidneys can't 

excrete a drop of urine. Renal failure comes one after another. Large doses of hormones and 

immunosuppressants combine with allogeneic proteins. Now liver failure is at the door. 

 

And 180 hearts. Really, this man's neck has been held in the hands of the king of hell! 

 

Zhang fanlike shouted to old man Lu, "master, go talk to your family and operate immediately. Life and 

death will be in a moment. There is a high probability that the operation will die! Talk to death, and you 

can't let your family have a vague understanding!" 

 

Zhang Fan ignored his family members. All kinds of emergency drugs were imported into his body, but 

he didn't dare to lose a lot. Just like being a thief, he went in bit by bit and touched things in the pocket 

behind his ass. 

 

Do not dare to input a lot, for fear that one accidentally touches each other's ass and makes others turn 

over and slap in the face. 

 

This is the case now. I don't dare to give more medicine. If I give more, I may have to hang up. 

 

Generally, this kind of rescue starts with various hormones. Dexamethasone is the most commonly used 



hormone. It has many effects, such as anti-inflammatory, cooling and improving the defense effect of 

various organs. 

 

But once given too much, it will reverse phagocytosis, organ edema, physical dependence and drug 

failure. Therefore, this drug is often used only when it is life-saving. But there are some bad clinics. 

When winter comes, anyone who catches a cold will be told to use it. 

 

It must be emphasized here that if a clinic treats a cold, it will take three days to take effect, and two 

days of infusion can heal the patient's cold. Please don't go and don't be a miracle doctor. 

 

Although old man Lu can't get on the operating table now, he can talk quite well. 

 

Quickly explain the condition, and then directly tell the results. Now there is only one way of operation, 

but the success rate of operation is almost no, and the whole organ is almost exhausted. What should I 

do! 

 

What do you say about desert country? Normally, there should be many descendants in a country like 

general Jin, but because of this disease, the disease of Mediterranean fever, the earlier it occurs, 

especially in men, there will be weakness and lack of small tadpoles. 

 

For example, if a patient becomes ill at the age of two, it may cause him to be unable to make women 

pregnant when he reaches adulthood. If you get sick later, you still have a chance. 

 

Therefore, the difficulty of the children has become a worry for the boss of the desert country. His son is 

a good man. He has married seven or eight wives and finally has a child. Originally, the boss muttered 

whether the child is his own grandson or not. 

 

As a result, there is no need to mutter now. My grandson is ill! 

 

This is my own. 

 

But now his grandson is also sick. His son is dying. He also has a fever, digging his heart and lungs. 

 

But he didn't hesitate and directly said the operation! Ask Chinese experts for surgery. No matter what 

the result is, there will be a report later! 

 

Old man Lu didn't look like Zhang Fan. When he heard about the operation, he turned around and left. 

He didn't listen to anything behind. And Zhang Fan doesn't care about anything now. NIMA's eyes are a 

pile of broken cotton wool. 

 

Come and light the star, and he can burn a pile of ash. 

 

"Zhao Yanfang, Zhao Jingjin and Luo Zhengguo are ready for surgery. Other surgeons are on standby and 

ready for surgery at any time!" 



 

Young people in the desert country were quickly transported to the operating room by flat car. 

 

Zhang Fan they also entered the operating room, where the four academicians acted as a stage 

observation group. 

 

Doctors from the desert country also entered. 

 

Doctors in the banking country also applied to enter the operating room, but they were rejected! 

 

After they entered the operation, Zhang Fan had no time to follow the normal procedure. 

 

When the anesthesiologist's anesthesia began, Zhang Fan and they began to operate at almost the same 

time! 

Chapter 1423 

 

 

Outside the operating room, officials from the desert country whispered to the boss. "They were in the 

car when they came..." 

 

The boss listened to his ears, and the expression on his face didn't change! "I can't care about improving 

the treatment of doctor tea vegetable recently. Can't you care about it? I didn't even let people eat 

dinner! If I were you, I wouldn't come!" 

 

His men, with a serious face and a solemn face, accepted the criticism. I don't know what I think, but my 

face is full of regret! 

 

The person in charge of China's negotiation on natural gas cooperation, that is, the one who quarreled 

with Zhang Fan, called back to China early, saying that Zhang Fan had not been elected, and now the 

other party has stopped the natural gas negotiation. 

 

 

Then the bird market applied for a special plane. Although the domestic leaders didn't say anything, 

they actually felt it was a pity that there was no chance for such a large oil field. 

 

 

Although the person in charge of the negotiation did not directly say that it was Zhang Fan's fault, the 

level of this thing's speech is here. First say that Zhang Fan and they were not selected, and then say 

that the negotiation was terminated, which gives people the impression that it was Zhang Fan's 

negotiation that they were involved. 



 

 

They were all ready to come back, but the tea expert group was invited back again. The leader was 

puzzled and asked the person in charge of the negotiation. The person in charge replied that everyone 

was dead, and the medical team of tea vegetable did not discuss with him, so they went into the 

hospital. 

 

 

Moreover, there is no agreement with the desert country. Even if it is saved, it is estimated that there 

will be no good results. 

 

 

He doesn't know much about the tea vegetable hospital or Zhang Fan, so what he said means that he 

can't lead Zhang Fan. 

 

According to the routine, although people do not clearly want to lead the medical team, they are all 

from one country and for the sake of the oil field, so they should listen to people's leadership. 

 

 

But who is Zhang Fan? Is tea vegetable hospital an ordinary unit? The general manager said that you 

don't have the conditions to run a school. If you are an ordinary unit, you will be killed with a hammer. 

 

But the tea vegetable family school stopped running, and the senior training class was opened by 

dunima, which directly monopolized the senior medical title in Northwest China. 

 

 

Is such a unit led by you? Moreover, others don't know that the general manager doesn't know Zhang 

Fan one or two. 

 

The person in charge politely expressed his dissatisfaction. He thought he had no responsibility now. 

Even if he couldn't talk about it in the future, the high probability responsibility would be put on the 

head of tea vegetable hospital and Zhang Fan. 

 

As a result, just after the report, a paper order came down and asked him to return home quickly and let 

the general person in charge of North China sales of two barrels of oil take over his work! 

 

What's the matter with NIMA? The question mark at the end of the person who is no longer in charge? 

This time, if the subsequent negotiations are not successful, he will be a little better. Once the talks are 

successful, he is estimated to stay in place for the rest of his life, or go to the logistics industry. There are 

many three production companies with two barrels! 

 

He was replaced not by others, but by an old acquaintance of Zhang Fan. This is Zhang Fan's blue sky 



card. 

 

Lao Li, after taking Zhang Fan to surgery from the emirate, he not only won the oil field, but also won 

the nearby non-ferrous metal mines and some infrastructure in the emirate. After returning home, he 

not only promoted himself, but also cheated a beautiful nurse in Zhang Fan's operating room and 

became a wife. 

 

The oil field is too large. If the negotiation is successful, it can directly meet the gas consumption of 

residents along the tea magic line! 

 

At present, China mainly buys natural gas from laomaozi and several surrounding stans. Sometimes in 

winter, natural gas is not enough, and then taxis and industrial gas in the city stop using gas to fully 

support the consumption of civil natural gas. 

 

Because now the heating boilers in many cities are not coal-fired, but gas-fired. Lao Li was ordered to fly 

directly to the desert country from the capital. 

 

The leaders also know that these are people who came out of tea and have cooperated before, so Lao Li 

was asked to coordinate Zhang Fan's work instead of leading Zhang Fan. 

 

Lao Li knows very well whether to talk or not. Anyway, China gives money, mainly to win the boss. It's 

easy to say anything. Now it's up to Zhang Fan. 

 

He is still grateful to Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang Fan didn't know that old acquaintances came, because Zhang Fan had a lot of trouble on the 

operating table. 

 

First of all, the swollen mucous membrane of the larynx is like entering the stomach of a fat fish. The 

mucous membrane is watery like a pile of fat. This thing can't be cut. It can only establish a supporting 

airway! 

 

At present, Zhang Fan's operation is to deal with the places where there has been serious edema and 

compression. 

 

In other words, those swollen, necrotic or oppressing important blood vessels can be relieved if they can 

be relieved, and those that cannot be relieved can be removed. 

 

But the problem is that at present, it can be said that almost all major organs of the whole body are 

ischemic. Surgical resection will aggravate bleeding and lead to more serious ischemia. 

 

Therefore, now is to enter a link without solution. Without cutting, compression and edema will make 

the patient die of ischemia, and the intensification of ischemia caused by cutting and bleeding will also 

die. 



 

Moreover, this kind of ischemia caused by drug treatment is even more troublesome. Because medicine 

is not a switch, you press the switch and the light turns on and off in a moment. 

 

This thing has a continuity. Now the drugs combine with abnormal protein, liver and kidney failure, and 

it is difficult to decompose this drug coupling. Therefore, to tell the truth, this kind of operation is 

difficult to do, and ordinary people can't afford this kind of operation. 

 

Protein serum, top antibiotics, no money to intravenous drip inside. 

 

"Knife!" Bayin immediately handed it to Zhang Fan. Originally, he was going to pack money this time, so 

Zhang Fan asked him to bring the best equipment he could carry. 

 

For example, all surgical instruments are directly customized by pharmaceutical enterprises to Zhang 

Fan. Zhang Fan usually doesn't use this blade when using tea, because it is not reimbursed and used by 

patients, which virtually aggravates the expenses of patients. 

 

Other people's equipment customization is free, but consumables such as blade suture needle need 

money. For example, the cost of using this blade once is almost three or four surgical bags of ordinary 

surgical instruments. 

 

There are also suture needles. Although they look as big as embroidery needles, they can be used with a 

surgical pointed suture needle and round head suture needle, which is directly the ordinary 

hospitalization expenses of ordinary patients for two days. 

 

Therefore, Zhang fan used less in China. When he came out this time, he wanted to install it. Look, my 

equipment has a name. You can't buy it with money. As a result, he didn't have a chance to install it! 

 

In the operating room, the tea element medical team is very busy. 

 

If there is only one organ in this kind of operation, is it not big? The difficulty lies in too many organ 

rebellion, and it is still a large organ. Intestinal necrosis, a great cut, but the kidney, what do you do, just 

two, you can't cut both. 

 

Therefore, Zhang Fan is no different from thieves. They should be careful and solve it a little bit. When 

this operation is opened, it should be opened and closed, and the abdominal cavity is almost opened. It 

directly seems to give you the feeling of killing a pig and cleaning up the water. 

 

But when it is opened, it is different. Where it can not move, it must not move, and where it can not 

bleed, it must not bleed. 

 

It's like trying to coax her sister to sleep, and then quietly trim her nose hair. I'm afraid she doesn't want 

to wake up. All the actions are slow. 

 



Besides the operation, Lao Chen is not idle. Often at this time, Lao Chen is the busiest. He keeps 

coordinating the doctors and nurses in various departments and is also responsible for the food, drink 

and salad of doctors. 

 

I had to leave this time. Now Lao Chen not only informed his family and didn't go back, but also arranged 

meals and rest for the doctors. Busy old Chen has no feet on the ground. 

 

Not only that, Lao Chen also reported the progress of the operation to the person in charge in China. 

 

The operation went on very slowly. The doctors of the bank country kept saying that this time, it was not 

their fault. The boss of the desert country had left and the old man was burning hard. 

 

Now, almost everything has stopped, and everyone is waiting for the result of the operation. 

 

An hour, 

 

Four hours, 

 

Ten hours, 

 

Lao Li, who is in charge of the negotiation, has gone to the desert country. Zhang Fan and they haven't 

come out of the operating room yet. 

 

The surgeon has changed for three times, but the main knife Zhang fan can't be replaced. 

 

"Give me a drink!" angry Zhang Fan didn't eat last night. Now after more than ten hours, he is really 

hungry and thirsty. 

 

When you drink glucose, you don't dare to drink it. You can only make a little fool of your mouth. 

 

Because I was in a hurry during the operation, I didn't wear diapers when I changed my surgical clothes. 

To be honest, I was young. If I was older, I couldn't continue the operation. 

 

Finally, near noon, the patient's life state finally stabilized, "the body temperature still can't fall down! 

The hormone can't be used again. I'm afraid the patient can't wake up." 

 

The anesthesiologist of tea element reported to Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang Fan was also helpless. The operation was really dangerous. There was no medicine available. It 

was really pressed down by tea doctors with experience and level. 

 

Life is coming from the king of hell, but next, the stress response caused by a large area of trauma has 

exacerbated the patient's condition again. A large number of allogeneic proteins are produced. Now the 

body temperature rises, and Zhang Fan has no way. 



 

This is one of the reasons why doctors are unwilling to accept second crop treatment. For example, 

many secondary hospitals give taineng to patients when they encounter patients, and then directly 

transfer patients if the treatment fails. 

 

When the patient arrives at the superior hospital, the doctors in the superior hospital can't cry because 

myrrh is available. Taineng has been used in the subordinate hospital for a week. Now what do you want 

him to use? 

 

"Ice cap, ice bed is ready, no operation is finished, people are burned!" Zhang fan can only do so now. 

 

After thinking about it, Zhang Fan asked Zhao Yanfang, "has the treatment plan come out? It's up to 

your research team now." 

 

"Fast, fast." Zhao Yanfang replied without lifting her head. 

 

She took a group of doctors and several academicians to discuss the next treatment plan. Now tea 

vegetable hospital is not the time for Zhang Fan to go out to work to support his family. 

 

At that time, nothing was needed. Now it is different. There are a group of doctors and four 

academicians. The disease model and development have been predicted. 

 

Now is to discuss the medication at each stage, what drugs to use in the wake-up period, what drugs to 

use after waking up, what drugs to use if you can't wake up, and what drugs to use in the stress period. 

 

It can almost be said that few people in the world can still have such a team without their own hospital. 

 

In the operating room, we discussed the treatment plan of young people, and the internal medicine 

group of tea vegetable hospital carried out a simulation experiment on this family treatment. 

 

Go hand in hand, tea vegetable hospital, known as the best hospital in Northwest China, is not for 

nothing! 
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The operation lasted almost one night. The star was hanging in the sky. The eastern sky was hazy, just 

like the skin of a girl wearing gray silk stockings. It was neither white nor black, but when it could make 

people feel a sense of vitality, Zhang Fan's operation was finally over. 

 

In the operating room, old man Lu looked old and waited for Zhang Fan to get off the operating table. 

Looking at the young and straight back, the old man's heart finally slowly came down. 

 



This comprehensive disease is often operated by multiple departments in domestic hospitals. If it is a 

woman, she will come with almost all surgical disciplines of gynecology. 

 

Therefore, before the operation here today, old man Lu didn't say anything, but his heart was hanging. 

He knew that his little apprentice had good talent, but so many organs were facing or failed organs 

immediately. 

 

 

To tell the truth, he was really worried that the patient died on the operating table. Often in this case, if 

a large general hospital has no time to gather doctors for the first time, the final result of the patient is 

to die in the ward. 

 

 

Because the doctors who can do this kind of surgery are not Chinese cabbage. They can come to the car 

when they shout. The doctors who can do this kind of organ failure surgery immediately often don't 

make an appointment in advance. People are either on the way of surgery or on the way of surgery. It's 

impossible to say that you can call for everything. 

 

 

This is the time of many major operations, which must be determined a week or even two weeks ago. 

 

The old man didn't sleep all night. To tell the truth, he was more worried than his own operation. As a 

result, the boy was pretty good. He went up and down steadily. 

 

 

Staying up late in medical treatment is slightly similar to playing mahjong. It is not the kind of mahjong 

played by family members for the new year, but the kind of playing method of getting rich and winning 

his wife by mahjong. 

 

 

It takes not only physical strength but also brain, so people who spend one night playing mahjong are 

like eating white flour the next day. They look pale and don't say anything. The folds, bags under the 

eyes and curled lips on their faces. To tell the truth, they are the key targets of the police on the street. 

 

Of course, it's hard to say whether there are many wrinkles on old man Lu's face. Anyway, he can't find a 

flat place on his face, but his spirit is very depressed. The old man's physical quality was not good, 

otherwise he wouldn't have sealed the knife early. 

 

 

"Is there an ICU in the hospital?" Zhang Fan frowned and asked the doctor of desert country standing 



under the operating table. He was worried about the operation. He didn't even ask if there was an ICU. 

He frowned because Zhang Fan is a little uncomfortable now. 

 

 

After drinking too much glucose, the stomach is like a small knife cutting. The stinging of stomach acid 

can be endured. The most uncomfortable thing is that he didn't wear diapers before surgery. At this 

time, his bladder is like a basketball. It's really unbearable. 

 

Now, he felt that when he entered the bathroom, he could wash down the walls of the bathroom. 

 

"Yes, yes!" at this time, doctors in the desert country are absolutely polite to Chinese doctors. They are 

all engaged in medical treatment. Watching a doctor do all major organs from beginning to end. This 

powerful technology is really scary. 

 

To tell you the truth, if this surgical technique is put in China, it will scare the younger generation of 

doctors. Because there are many people with this technology, such as digital hospitals of the older 

generation of Lu and surgeons trained by China itself. 

 

The top surgeons of that year could open a skull, open the urethra, circumcise the foreskin on the left 

and be a midwife on the right. It's really no exaggeration. In those years, the conditions were not good, 

but a group of extremely awesome doctors were cultivated. 

 

This kind of doctor can never be cultivated by a small country and few people. Of course, in Zhang Fan's 

generation, such doctors almost disappeared. In fact, it's a pity, although such doctors may be short of 

others in scientific research. 

 

But in ordinary clinical practice, this kind of person is God! Maybe there will not be such a group of 

doctors in the future. Firstly, there is no previous environment for you to practice. Secondly, no one is 

willing to be such a doctor, because most doctors aim at department directors! The department director 

can change his wife! 

 

Finally managed the abdominal cavity, the patient changed from the operating table to the flat car, and 

then under the leadership of Dr. tea, the doctors in desert country led the way and followed, taking the 

patient to ICU. 

 

Zhang Fan had an operation. Without saying a word, he went to the bathroom. 

 

Hold to the limit, I think I can break through the dam, but when I defecate, it's like ticking, and the 

urethra is a little tingling. Zhang Fan sighed in his heart. Niang, it is estimated that the possibility of 

prostate enlargement has increased by another percentage point in the future. 

 

After feeling, I washed my face, and the red marks on my face were all over my face. Then I stayed up all 

night and the oil secreted infiltrated the thin skin of the red marks, which hurt like a needle. 

 



After cleaning up a little, Zhang Fan went out of the bathroom and entered the lounge of the operating 

room. He saw his master and looked at the old man's listless appearance. Zhang Fan suddenly felt a debt 

in his heart. 

 

"Why did you stay all night! How old are you!" 

 

Among the disciples, Zhang fanneng said this. If other Masters said this, the old man would be angry. 

The ancients of China summarized it long ago. There is no way to help the old in the sky and the small in 

the ground. 

 

"Hehe, in the future, I won't keep it. Even if I keep it, I can't help you. You're very good. In recent years, I 

always think you knock around. I'm afraid you'll delay your talent. 

 

Now I'm relieved that you have lived up to your talent. " The old man looked at the smallest closing 

disciple in front of him with a smile. He really felt that there were successors in his heart. 

 

"Look at you, go, I'll help you to rest!" the old man said a few words, and Zhang Fan almost burst into 

tears. The depressed old man makes Zhang Fan feel a kind of sadness inexplicably. The old man is old! 

 

In this rotation operation, the doctors in all departments of catechin didn't lose the chain. They worked 

in groups of three. They didn't have to worry about Zhang Fan. They automatically formed a team, 

connected seamlessly, and the operation almost didn't stop. 

 

Out of the operating room, Lao Chen prepared hot porridge, fried dough sticks and steamed bread for 

everyone outside. It was really difficult for Lao Chen. He didn't know where he got it in the middle of the 

night. It's convenient to find milk in this place. It's really not easy to find hot porridge and fried dough 

sticks. 

 

When Lao Chen saw that Zhang Fan came out, he immediately took warm water and sent it one by one. 

"Take a quick drink. Your lips are peeling. Drink some hot water and circulate it. The food is ready. Millet 

porridge." 

 

Hungry people always think of big fish and meat in their mind. In fact, this thing can't supplement 

energy at the first time. The fastest way to supplement energy is glucose, starch food, protein and fat. 

 

Glucose will not neutralize gastric acid when it enters the fasting stomach, and the intestinal mucosa will 

still be corroded. This is why people who don't eat breakfast will feel stomachache at the meal point in 

the long run. When they eat, they suddenly don't hurt. 

 

This is duodenal ulcer, because I didn't eat one night and didn't eat the next morning. Without food 

neutralization, the intestinal mucosa will be corroded by gastric acid. 

 

"I've worked hard, old Chen. I'm not familiar with my life. I've kept you busy all night!" Zhang Fan said to 

old Chen while drinking millet porridge. 



 

"Dean, I'm sorry for what you said. Isn't this my job!" a red cloud appeared on Lao Chen's face. In fact, 

Lao Chen really spent a lot of effort to stutter. 

 

He may get such a sweet word from Zhang Fan. Lao Chen thinks it should be and is not worth 

mentioning. 

 

After asking old man Lu and two other old men to rest, Zhang fan can't rest because the patient hasn't 

passed the dangerous period. The drug dose of the bank is too large. Before the end of drug 

metabolism, there is still the possibility of edema, suffocation and organ failure. 

 

Zhang Fan, who came this time, took over the ICU directly. They took turns in groups of six, and others 

took time to find a place to rest. 

 

The surgeon said to sleep without ambiguity. Lying in the ward without taking off his white coat, he lay 

down. 

 

Lao Wang, who came from the capital, came to the hospital at the first time. He wanted to see Zhang 

Fan at the first time. As a result, Zhang Fan had fallen asleep when he came. 

 

Lao Wang didn't bother Zhang Fan either. He took his men directly and began to arrange Zhang Fan's 

residence first. He already knows. The operation was successful! 

 

Once the operation was successful, Lao Wang didn't worry about negotiation at all. He took Zhang Fan's 

luggage directly to the base of two barrels of oil in desert country. The conditions here are not only 

good, but also the most important thing is safety. 

 

Lao Wang drove the car himself, and then Lu Lao and them went to the base, and then took people to 

buy food materials in the capital of desert country. Half of the country is desert and less half is Gobi. 

There is a great lake in the West. 

 

Lao Wang knows that Zhang Fan likes seafood, but the fresh seafood in this place is really difficult to get, 

but freshwater fish and shrimp are also good. 

 

Choose the expensive and buy the good. 

 

After sleeping for 2 hours, Zhang Fan woke up. He had something in mind. After the most tired stage, he 

woke up. 

 

Zhao Yanfang woke up earlier than Zhang Fan. She is also a person who died and enjoyed happiness. She 

is not only responsible for the continued treatment of young people after surgery, but also 

communicates with the tea element internal medicine team to determine the specific treatment of 

others. 

 



After Zhang Fan woke up, although he felt dizzy, there were too many things to mediate. After seeing 

the patients undergoing surgery, the boss of desert country also came to the hospital. 

 

"Thank you, thank you Chinese experts, you are the best!" 

 

"Hmm!" Zhang Fan nodded after listening to the other party's praise. There was nothing polite. At that 

time, the young people almost died in the ward. 

 

"Although your childe's life has now passed the most dangerous stage, the next treatment is still very 

troublesome. I still say that your equipment and instruments are not enough to support the next 

treatment." 

 

Now when Zhang Fan said this, he was as confident as a crayon and Xiaoxin shook an elephant, without 

any sense of violation. 

 

"What will you do next?" 
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"My suggestion is that your son should be treated locally, because after the operation, the risk of long-

distance transportation is relatively high. Even if there is a special plane, once there is an accident during 

the transportation, the consequences will be unimaginable. 

 

Therefore, the equipment here must be updated. You see, although the equipment here is well-known 

in the world, it was circulated together many years ago. Now almost all of them are used as standby 

equipment in the hospital. For example, even the simplest color Doppler ultrasound is still old-

fashioned. The image of this kind of examination result is blurred and easy to be disturbed. There are 

also some problems here ……” 

 

Zhang Fan said this according to China's standards. China's medical pulse is clear. First develop large 

hospitals and let large hospitals act as leaders. In those years, the top three hospitals in all provinces, 

from the previous broken buildings, seemed to have become CBD in all regions overnight, and the top 

three hospitals in all provinces suddenly grew. 

 

 

After the provincial top three got up, the government continued to develop the top three hospitals. At 

present, even the township hospitals have CT, but the development of the provincial top three was a 

little too fierce. Up to now, the county and township hospitals have no equipment! 

 

 



"Dean Zhang, just tell me what you need me to do!" the boss of the desert country heard it. Although he 

really didn't understand it at all, he understood a meaning that his equipment should be eliminated. 

 

 

"Well, there's no need to cut across the board. Let's start with something important. For example, we 

need one biochemical blood analyzer here, and one cell rapid cooling freezing separator..." 

 

Zhang Fan said that although he was suspected of selling goods, these are the equipment his son must 

have at present. 

 

 

The leader of the desert country pondered for a while. Zhang Fan looked at the other party's meditation 

and clicked in his heart. Is his brother-in-law an instrument dealer? Otherwise, at least it is the leader of 

such a big country. We should consider buying equipment. NIMA is a little more for individuals, but it is 

a matter of plucking hair for a country! 

 

 

When Zhang Fan almost felt that he wanted to deny it, the boss of the desert country said, "there's not 

enough money!" 

 

As soon as NIMA said this, when the translator told Zhang Fan, he couldn't rectify Zhang Fan! Zhang Fan 

stared at each other with big eyes and thought, are you serious? Even if you say no, it's not serious 

enough than money! 

 

 

At this time, someone else's desert country official explained to Zhang Fan: "our country is a country 

sharing weal and woe. If you want to buy equipment, large hospitals all over the country should buy it. 

According to you, more than 30 hospitals buy this equipment, and the capital is under certain pressure!" 

 

Zhang Fan is stupid! I can't swallow my spit. Looking at the leader of the desert country, how do you feel 

that he is risking a rich and kind light! 

 

 

"Ouch, more than 30 devices can only meet your requirements if they enter at one time. However, in 

this way, the equipment of the health system is not unified. There will be various problems in the 

application. 

 

If the equipment is of the same brand, no one can get so many equipment at one time, so they can only 

enter the equipment in five or six hospitals a year, and then completely change the equipment within 

two to three years. The most important thing is that these equipment need doctors and nurses to 

operate. 

 



So training also takes time. I think so. You give a deposit, and then we help you train, train a group of 

doctors, and then let a group of doctors go to the hospital with equipment. 

 

In this way, you will be able to operate, and you don't have to wait for machines or machines! " 

 

Zhang Fan explained happily! 

 

If you win all of them, although there are not many hospitals, Zhang Fan's list is based on the current 

equipment of tea vegetable hospital, which is great! The medical equipment companies in the tea 

vegetable high tech Zone and some companies cooperating with the tea vegetable hospital don't have 

to make the representatives in silk stockings look for the director and Dean all over the world. 

 

"After these instruments come, can they treat this disease of me, my children and my family!" 

 

Well, Zhang Fan is a little embarrassed. The boss is not stupid! Zhang Fan quickly conceived the tone and 

content of his speech. 

 

In fact, it is useless, because there is translation, it may not be able to translate the essence of Zhang Fan 

accurately! 

 

"First of all, these instruments can improve the diagnostic ability. At least, they will not have blind 

diagnosis like the banking state!" step on the enemy first! 

 

Then Zhang Fan said, "once the diagnosis rate is improved, the level of doctors will be gradually 

improved. Your disease can not be solved by ordinary doctors. Look at my team, four academicians! All 

the others are experts. 

 

For this kind of team, not to mention any hospital, even in any country, it is difficult for him to organize 

in one day! 

 

Moreover, because you are the oldest and your condition is the most serious, you can't treat it rashly. 

You must go to our tea vegetable hospital for treatment and hospitalization. Let's give you a series of 

treatment in order to alleviate your condition! " 

 

As soon as he said this, Zhang Fan was a little nervous. 

 

"We need to have a meeting to study it!" then the boss of the desert country left. 

 

Zhang Fan sighed a long sigh. Is this OK or not? It's hanging now. 

 

Dizzy Zhang Fan came out of the hospital and saw Lao Wang smiling and Lao Chen waiting at the door of 

the hospital. He hadn't seen Lao Wang for a long time. Although Lao Wang was also a leader when he 

ran the route abroad, he could eat and sleep in the open air and face the wind and frost. 

 



It's only been a long time. Now it's white and fat. It's quite a posture of rich and noble leadership. 

 

"Ouch, Zhang Yuan! I want to die. Our brothers can join hands to enter the desert country again!" 

 

With these words, Wang pangzi came over. The fleshy body hugged Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan hugged this 

guy. It was like a building full of meat. Where was the sense of bones like a man! 

 

"Why is president Wang here? You also have business here? Aren't you all at the center now? Why are 

you out of the order again?" Zhang Fan greeted. 

 

Although I haven't seen Wang pangzi for a long time, the fat man will arrange him to bring greetings to 

Zhang Fan in advance during the new year's festival. Although it's not expensive. 

 

But people have a heart. So it's not strange. This is the technicality of life. If there is no daily friendship, 

even if you were familiar with it before, you will be unfamiliar now! 

 

"Hey, I'm here to apologize for you on behalf of two barrels of oil! They can't handle affairs. The 

headquarters thinks I'm OK and knows you, so I'm sent here. Now the two barrels of oil in desert 

country are under your command. I'll do whatever you say. If there's a little ambiguity, you can directly 

cut me off!" 

 

Although it looks a little frivolous to say business as a joke, it makes people feel not only ridiculous, but 

also warm and gratified to say it with someone else's fat Wang's mouth! This is attitude! 

 

It's really under Zhang Fan's command. What does Zhang Fan know? Do you know how to drill holes in 

oil fields or squeeze oil! 

 

After a few greetings on the way, Lao Wang talked about his recent situation and his wife! This is not to 

say that it is not serious, because Lao Wang's wife was in the tea vegetable operating room, which is a 

common topic between Zhang Fan and Lao Wang. 

 

Although it sounds a little ambiguous! 

 

After entering the base of two barrels of oil, there were no idle people. Zhang Fan called Li Cunhou, 

Zhao Yanfang and Zhao Jingjin together, and then told the whole story. 

 

People on the side of tea vegetarians don't have much change on their faces. "It's best to go to chasu. 

After all, it's inconvenient here. The current treatment plan of chasu hospital has also come out. 

Through my teacher's discussion in several major hospitals in mordu, I have improved it many times. 

 

At present, we think we can try! "After listening to Zhang Fan, Zhao Yanfang reported the results of her 

busy days. 

 

Zhao Yanfang's teacher, old Xia, was a colleague with Zhang Fan's teacher, and both of them were 



famous! Really famous! 

 

However, Mr. Zhang Fan has a bad temper, which is a typical hot temper in surgery. As for Zhao 

Yanfang, his teacher has a good temper. 

 

As a result, Zhang fan can only ask for foreign aid in his own circle of teachers and brothers, but Zhao 

Yanfang's teacher has long been out of the circle, so ah, this thing has the advantages of good temper. 

Bad temper, I can only rely on myself! 

 

You asked old man Lu to contact you. The old man probably had a hard time! 

 

"OK! Hard work!" 

 

Li Cunhou also said that he also contacted various overseas experts of the capital hospital. Many internal 

medicine experts are also interested in this disease. They said that as long as the tea element hospital 

sends an invitation, they will come and participate in the treatment together! 

 

"Hmm! OK!" Zhang Fan nodded. Students studying abroad, especially Li Cunhou, who went out in the 

1990s, were very important without saying anything when they came back, so these people are also 

very close to each other. 

 

But Lao Wang is stupid. NIMA is too cruel. He really wants to detain his boss back home! 

 

This time it was Lao Wang's turn to swallow and spit. 

 

If you succeed, what else to say. It's a matter of certainty. He's lying with his thigh in his arms. The 

rhythm of winning! 

 

But if people don't agree, it's trouble. Lao Wang doesn't know what to say! 

 

It's troublesome for the boss of a country to go abroad for medical treatment. First of all, will the 

domestic younger brother steal the boss's nest while the boss is gone, as well as various representations 

from the other country. 

 

Things are troublesome. 

 

For three days, Zhang Fan and others stayed in the desert country for three days. They usually treated 

the young people who had undergone surgery in the hospital. When they were free, they molar their 

teeth at the base of two barrels of oil. 

 

If it weren't for the fact that the tea vegetable hospital would be rich for a period of time, Zhang Fan 

really wanted to go home immediately. Too much NIMA was bored. 

 

Tea vegetable, Ouyang also calls once a day. The old lady is also worried. Such a large group of people 



have gone out and haven't come back for so long. 

 

After Zhang Fan said something specific, the old lady couldn't sit still. If it weren't for the inconvenience, 

the old lady would like to fly over. 

 

Good things are difficult. On the fourth day, the boss of the desert country finally summoned Zhang Fan. 
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Desert country is a chicken flying dog jumping these days. The first is to ask around the world about the 

preliminary diagnosis results of tea element. People are relieved about the diagnosis of tea element. 

Don't they see the children who died on the ground and let them be saved all night. 

 

What they inquired about was whether to go to China for treatment. This thing is the same as ordinary 

people who get the diagnosis results and immediately turn on their mobile phone to ask Du Niang. Can't 

people be sincere when dealing with people! 

 

The results of inquiry are very disappointing. There are almost no professional doctors for this disease in 

developed countries, and some research shows that either men wear skirts to sell oil or several small 

countries with similar medical level. 

 

 

The boss of the desert country asked for a long time, and he also extinguished the idea of other ways. 

After arranging everything, he is going to see a doctor in China. 

 

 

Because he didn't form a friend relationship with China, he can only go to China as a private identity, but 

his personal identity is also troublesome and has been communicated for a long time. 

 

 

"Zhang Yuan, you've been waiting for a long time these days. I invite you to come today to report the 

results of our discussions. 

 

First, can the price of equipment update be cheaper? " 

 

 

At this time, Zhang Fan finally realized that the old men in the country shouted at the top of their lungs. 

We must have the ability to make it ourselves. It's better to buy it than to make it. Sooner or later, 

people will catch our necks. 



 

 

Really, in that environment, a group of people even opened their eyes. Zhang Fan admired the situation 

in the next few decades. I don't know how these people's brains are made up. 

 

Many people can't think clearly about tomorrow today. These people can think of the future decades 

later! 

 

 

Zhang Fan heard that the boss of desert country wanted to reduce the price of equipment, and 

immediately denied, "no!" it was not easy to open. The family was starving for rice. You told me to 

reduce the price! 

 

"Leader!" Zhang Fan refused very firmly, but his tone was quite weak, just like saying the most powerful 

words in the weakest tone. "You see, the money is not enough. It's OK. We can give it in batches. After 

all, this instrument is also used by people. 

 

 

We are not only responsible for buying equipment for you, but also responsible for training doctors for 

you. Don't you think that the equipment is bought in one time and no one uses it? We can buy one 

batch and train two or three batches of doctors, and the production of instruments also needs a cycle. 

 

In this way, the first batch of doctors will enter China with you. After the equipment is used, installed 

and running stably, I estimate that the first batch of doctors can also take up their posts, and then follow 

the steps step by step. There is little financial pressure, and there is no need for people to wait for 

machines or machines to wait for people. Do you think it is feasible? " 

 

The boss of desert country thought Zhang Fan would talk about natural gas, but unexpectedly, Zhang 

Fan didn't mention a word! 

 

The boss of desert country was stunned, and his heart became more and more fond of Zhang Fan. If 

Zhang Fan talked about natural gas today, it would not be impossible, but the later negotiation is 

another problem. The negotiation between countries is called wordy. 

 

It's not uncommon to talk about it for seven or eight years. 

 

"OK, that's a good suggestion! First, even if we have reached a preliminary consensus, we'll follow what 

you said. Second, how long will it take for me to go to your place for treatment." 

 

This is what the boss of the desert country cares about most! 

 

Zhang Fan didn't have to think about it and said directly, "the first phase is estimated to be a little 

longer!" 



 

The boss of the desert country sighed slightly, but he didn't speak! 

 

"It's estimated to take a week, at least a week's hospitalization!" this time can't be compressed, 

otherwise we can't even finish the examination. 

 

Moreover, Zhang Fan, Li Cunhou and Zhao Yanfang have also discussed this treatment. At least it should 

be calculated by year. He and his family suffering from this disease have to report for tea every week. 

 

Rare diseases, especially those without specific drugs, are often diseases that entangle patients for a 

lifetime. First of all, even if someone studies this disease free of charge, there is no pharmaceutical 

enterprise to develop drugs, let alone produce them. 

 

It's troublesome to simply regulate without talking about the cost. For example, if the research products 

in the laboratory do not go through a series of clinical trials, they can't be regarded as drugs. They can 

only be compounds, not even medicinal compounds. 

 

So, sometimes when you think about it, health is really precious. 

 

"OK, thank you! Dr. Zhang, you are a real doctor!" the boss of the desert country hugged Zhang Fan, 

with a broken beard. Zhang Fan immediately felt hugged by a hairy bear, and NIMA was a hairy bear 

who had just finished mutton. 

 

He said to go. The schedule was very fast. When he came, there were four planes and when he went 

back, there were five planes. The boss of desert country has his own special plane. 

 

Two barrels of Lao Wang's mouth cracked, laughing. Originally, the climate was dry. I was anxious to get 

angry these days. As a result, a big good news came down, which directly made Lao Wang's lips like 

broken glass and full of cracks. 

 

Although he yelled to arrange Zhang Fan to eat and drink Lazar these days, no one can understand the 

pressure in his heart. 

 

The frontier bird market is also tangled here. The intestines and stomach gather together to discuss 

what specifications to receive! Reported to the superior, and the instructions of the superior general 

office are in accordance with the routine. 

 

But NIMA, is there a routine to follow? 

 

It's impossible for the boss of the bird market to pick it up. Even if they guard the country, they are also 

border officials. It's not equal for ordinary officials to go. 

 

It's not good not to receive. It's clearly a golden doll, okay. 

 



We should have both face and lining. Today's China is not a poor jingle a few decades ago. 

 

There should be more decency. 

 

The final conclusion is that the leaders in charge of industry in the bird city of China and the boss of tea 

are welcome together. 

 

Two intestines and stomachs, the boss of a small country, are almost the same in weight. If the natural 

gas here didn't make people drool, it's estimated that the intestines and stomachs wouldn't appear. 

 

It takes more than half a day for tea to fly to the capital. If there is a change of flight, it will take at least 

one day or even two days. 

 

But desert Guofei tea vegetable was nearby. He arrived at tea vegetable airport in four hours. On the 

plane, Wang Yanan quietly asked Zhao Yanfang, "Zhao Bo, have you ever been on the presidential 

plane?" 

 

"No! It's probably just like this plane!" Zhao Yanfang thought and said. 

 

Zhao Yanfang had a lot of resistance when she first came. If she didn't really have a suitable place to go 

to work, she wouldn't come to tea. 

 

However, she is also the fastest doctor to integrate into tea, because when she comes, Zhang Fan will 

use it like a donkey. 

 

In the past, she wanted to be responsible, but the hospital didn't give her a chance. Now she is 

responsible for approving and following up all scientific research projects of tea element. Moreover, she 

is also responsible for the search for intestinal tumor factors together with Marubeni. 

 

In tea element, it can be said that she is painful and happy. Her work begins at dawn every day. 

 

Some people are like this, afraid they have no work to do! 

 

Wang Yanan glanced. "It's said that there are places for water bath massage in the president's special 

plane. Do you think Zhang Fan will enjoy the beauty's massage?" 

 

When Wang Yanan saw Zhang Fan, his master and father were short. It was polite to call Zhang Fan's 

name when he couldn't see Zhang Fan, otherwise it would be black buying river! 

 

Because he went to see a doctor, Zhang Fan was the first doctor to personally accompany the boss of 

desert country. 

 

On the special plane of the boss of desert country, Zhang Fan shakes his head when he takes out a 

champagne, and a red wine when he shakes his head. 



 

Holding the white water, it was still cold. Zhang Fan looked at the plane curiously. In fact, he felt that it 

was the same. He didn't see that the seats were gold, nor did he see stewardess of different sizes! 

 

Nima is surrounded by a group of big black men, and the air is filled with the smell of male sweat! The 

water tastes of citric acid. 

 

The boss of tea vegetable and the leader of bird market management industry greeted him at the 

airport with a smile. 

 

Tea vegetable airport is also going all out. Since its establishment, when has NIMA airport flown so many 

planes at one time? It's still a large plane. The tower here is big, and it's a plane to coordinate take-off 

and landing. 

 

Arrange the welcome here, and the nervous palms are sweating. 

 

When the plane landed, Zhang Fan appeared in front of the public with the leaders of the desert 

country. 

 

"Great, great! This is not only the feat of the tea element medical system, but also the credit of the tea 

element leadership. Our frontier can also welcome foreign heads of state for treatment. I want to thank 

you comrades of tea element!" 

 

The leader in charge of industry held the hand of tea vegetable leader and said excitedly. 

 

The tea vegetable leader was a little embarrassed, but there was only a trace, mainly Ouyang was also 

on the side. 

 

Ouyang was very dissatisfied with his eyes, but this time is not the time to charge, but there are still 

some discomfort. 

 

Because it was a private visit, there was no press conference, and there was no comment on the 

friendship between the two countries at the airport. 

 

The leader of the desert country was directly sent to the International Department of the tea vegetable 

hospital by a special bus. He was also generous. He was going to directly package the international, but 

Zhang Fan didn't agree. 

 

The final result is that people have wrapped up two floors of the building. 

 

With the patient in place, the treatment should also be followed up in time. First, various examinations 

should be carried out. The first time, blood should be drawn, and films should be taken for MRI. 

 

Lao Chen is specially responsible for checking with the boss of the desert country. While checking, he 



introduces him to the leaders of the desert country. 

 

Of course, people will not say that this NMR is the most advanced in the world and is not sold on the 

market at present! This CT is the most advanced in the world and has not been sold on the market yet! 

 

"This is a four-dimensional color Doppler ultrasound cooperated by catechin and Siemens. It is a first-

line product in the world. It has been widely praised by scientists in some scientific research fields. This 

DR is our catechin..." 

 

Lao Chen mainly introduced that tea can be produced by himself, and he still has to prepare to package 

and sell it to desert countries. 

 

As for those that cannot be produced, such as nuclear magnetic CT, Lao Chen didn't say anything. 

 

After the examination, Zhang Fan asked Zhao Yanfang to invite experts in rare diseases in China. 

 

When the invitation letter is sent to the third class hospitals of universities, other schools and hospitals 

do not know what the situation is. 

 

The dean of Shuimu is crazy. "Just shaved a layer of thigh meat, they followed closely. This NIMA is 

bullying! Dig a few more times, can I run my university! ~" 

 

Shuimu's Medical University is really poor. There are only about 80 people in such a big school. Zhang 

Fan got three at a time, or the top three, which has distressed him for a long time. 

 

For a time, heimaijiang was a nickname of scraping skin, which spread among Shuimu and the leadership 

of the golden mean in the capital. 

 

The golden mean side didn't see much good, "this is a villain, crying to Jingzhou!" 

 

I don't want experts to go, but I can't give administrative orders. I can't say that after discussion with my 

superiors, doctors at the expert level are not allowed to go to tea! 

 

The boss of NIMA bird market doesn't come to the door! So when the invitation for tea came, the boss 

of the golden mean had a headache 

 

Suddenly, the Chinese medical system has a feeling of chicken flying and dog jumping. 

 

It seems that everyone shouted "fire prevention, theft prevention, Zhang Fan! 

 

Talents are hard to find, and it is even harder to cultivate. Especially doctors in the medical system, like 

the tide washing sand, how many talents die on the way. If they can reach the top, let alone others, let's 

say the training cost. 

 



It is said that the training cost of a top medical extrabrain doctor can be directly linked with gold 

according to his weight. 

Chapter 1427 

 

 

After the boss of desert country agreed to come for tea treatment, Zhang Fan and the boss of desert 

country had a tacit understanding and did not talk about the treatment cost. As for what the boss of the 

desert country thinks, Zhang Fan is not very clear, but Zhang fan understands one thing. Since he has 

brought others, he must do it well. 

 

Zhang Fan certainly won't be afraid of default. At the beginning, Zhang Fan was not afraid of default 

even when the chief's son came to tea vegetable. Now he is even more afraid. Moreover, how much 

does the disease cost Zhang Fan. 

 

Because the invitation letter was sent all over the large hospitals in Manchuria. Zhang Fan did not let go 

of the better hospitals and experts from south to north. The invitation letter of tea vegetable hospital 

made the medical circles in Manchuria tremble. Because of Shuimu's criminal record, the presidents of 

major hospitals were worried. 

 

 

Because the tea vegetable hospital gives too much money and the equipment and laboratory are too 

advanced. If it were not located at the edge of the border line, it is estimated that NIMA's lawsuit would 

have been brought to central and South China. 

 

But in this way, not many experts were invited. 

 

It's not that Zhang Fan's face is not big enough. Without mentioning the volume of the tea vegetable 

hospital, it's said that most doctors will give face to Zhang Fan and Zhang Fan's school, except those who 

really turned over with the old man in those years. After all, people's ancestry is not for nothing. 

 

The main reason is that this disease is too rare. Even Fugui's disease AIDS was reported in the capital of 

China as early as the 1980s. It was said that those who did not have certain strength were not qualified 

to get this wealth disease. 

 

 

The disease, Mediterranean fever, did not appear in China until the 1990s, so there were few people 

specializing in research. 

 

 

The expert is not a friend of a fox and a dog. He shouted. There are women with bare thighs, wine and 



meat, and then a group of people came. 

 

People also want to talk about face. If they are not sure about their own things, they will never take 

action easily, let alone run to show their face. As a result, they can't say one, two or three, and then go 

back. 

 

 

This thing doesn't leak arms and legs. You can go on the news on the red carpet. Experts don't need to 

expose it. 

 

Therefore, after the invitation letter was sent out, several experts from the capital, magic capital and 

several representative hospitals in the north and South replied to the tea vegetable hospital and said 

they could come. 

 

 

The treatment scheme of tea element has also come out. Try colchicine, and then treat it 

symptomatically. Specific decisions will be made after a series of inspections. 

 

But colchicine treatment of this disease has the biggest side effect, which will lead to infertility. The boss 

of this desert country is an old man. It doesn't matter if he is infertile. Even without this side effect, can 

the old man stand up? 

 

 

Even if he can stand up, his little tadpole may not run far. The old man can use colchicine, but his sons 

and grandchildren certainly can't, so this is a very troublesome problem. 

 

What exactly is colchicine? What do you say about it? Let's talk about what we all know. Lao Meng, who 

played with peas, was not plants fighting zombies, but Mendel, an old man in the biology book. 

 

 

This guy found the principle of recessive inheritance and dominant inheritance by relying on colchicine. 

Later, the seedless watermelon made in China was actually made by colchicine. This thing is actually an 

alkaloid. 

 

It's similar to crow a tablet, but it can cause abnormal cell division. For example, for many genetic 

diseases, many people use this drug. 

 

Simply put, for example, the human body is a big sand pile, and disease is a small particle in the sand 

pile. 

 

As a result, one day, the small particle felt that everyone was the same, and it mutated. Then start 

copying. If you don't feel it, it finally seizes power and turns all the sand in the sand pile into soil. 



 

Then the sand pile collapsed, and in order to treat it, he began to use this drug to make the sand 

abnormal when it was divided. 

 

There are many normal sands in the human body, and the dead are not afraid. Therefore, in the short 

term, there are few small sands. After a period of time, the division is abnormal, and then the mutated 

small sands will be cut off. 

 

In fact, it is probably such a truth. Although not quite right, it is probably such a truth. 

 

In the final analysis, it is actually relying on more people and bullying fewer people. 

 

But it's not good for the superior family, because their grandson is too young. 

 

When the disease is cured, you kill three generations, which is trouble. If three generations die, why do 

people come to China and travel! 

 

With the gradual improvement of the examination results, the diagnosis is clear! It's Mediterranean 

fever. 

 

Zhang Fan takes the report and admires it in his heart. Academician NIMA is an academician. He can 

guess it at a glance. If it hadn't been for old man Jiang's guess, even if Zhang Fan had a system, he 

couldn't find it for a while and a half. 

 

There are too many intermittent febrile diseases. Among 10000 kinds of diseases, there are not seven or 

eight thousand, but also five or six thousand, all of which have the accompanying symptoms of fever. 

 

While old man Jiang looked at the report, he was also filled with emotion, "why didn't I find this black 

boy NIMA? Old man Lu found it! Am I a little separated from the masses in Shuimu!" 

 

The old man made up his mind not to go to Shuimu in the future, and he was more interested in the 

cultivation of young doctors. He thought maybe he could pick up the second black boy! Zhang Fan 

doesn't know that there should be this result, otherwise Zhang Fan will install 13 more, and the effect is 

very good! 

 

In recent years, Zhang Fan's equipment like Ouyang mouse has finally demonstrated its effectiveness. It 

is said that if you don't go to the devil, you don't go to the capital. Other hospitals don't have the ability 

to diagnose this disease at all. 

 

Because hospitals don't have a lot of equipment, such as some laboratory level equipment. Hospitals 

that don't have a certain depth in scientific research will buy it if they are crazy. There are too many 

substitutes! 

 

Whose house is like tea vegetable. All the people are running water. Moreover, whose hospital 



leadership can be like tea vegetable, just like a person, what Zhang Fan says is what he says! Zhang Fan 

said buy, everyone raise their hands to buy all. 

 

Ouyang needless to say, people's secretary not only agreed to buy, but also thought of ways to help 

Zhang Fan raise money. Others don't know. If the presidents of other hospitals know, they may cry with 

envy. 

 

Many hospitals are like this. The president of the hospital is in charge of business and financial power, 

and the secretary is in charge of personnel. Although secretaries such as clinical directors have no 

choice, they still have the right to appoint the director of the finance department. 

 

The final result is that there are countless funds on the book of the hospital, and the president can't 

spend it because the director is not obedient. 

 

Or build a building, the president builds the inpatient department, the Secretary builds the 

administrative building, and then everyone enters the high wall together. The more low-end places, the 

more white knives go in and red knives go out. There is no strategy at all. 

 

It's almost a situation where you die or I die. 

 

When the diagnosis was clear, the experts also set out. They are also waiting for the inspection results. 

They are not the people who wash the coal towards the white in the idle river. They have to wait for the 

inspection results when they come in advance. 

 

But as soon as the result came out, several old men set out. 

 

In medical treatment, many people think that the doctor's diagnosis depends on treatment. In fact, this 

statement is one-sided, and invalid examination is not advocated. For example, when the child has a 

fever, the doctor says to have an MRI all over the body! 

 

Nima is a bully. Turn around and report it to let him see the fist of dictatorship. 

 

However, a reasonable examination is often more reliable than most doctors. After all, there are still a 

few people who can take the profession of doctor as a serious and noble ideal. Therefore, most doctor-

patient disputes can't be clapped. 

 

Some people say, I'm tired. How many operations I have had in a day. Yes, I'm really tired. But NIMA has 

changed her career. Since she has eaten this bowl of rice and has no ability to do anything else, don't be 

hypocritical. There are many tired people, not just you. 

 

In the past, doctors in the tea vegetable hospital also shouted openly, tired and busy! After Zhang Fan 

improved his treatment, there must be some shouting in private, but it's really gone like before. 

 

In the tea vegetable hospital, the leaders and directors are very busy these days. Leaders and 



corresponding department directors meet people at the airport in person. 

 

All the people invited this time are old men. There's a joke. The doctor didn't care about your ward 

round. He came in and left without saying a word. You feel angry. In fact, surgery is often like this. It's 

not serious. I don't have time to talk to you. 

 

When people find a group of old men whispering at your bedside, you have no time to cry. 

 

The international medical department, the top floor and the sub top floor, are very clean these days. 

After the boss of desert country moved in, there were no other patients on these two floors. 

 

When the special elevator door opened, Zhang Fan came with the experts. 

 

When the International Department was built, the designer specially invited was a designer who had 

designed a hospital for a street in Guoda fishing village in China. Zhang Fan regretted that he had spent a 

lot of money for the first time. 

 

However, the design of others is really good. For example, there are many elevators. 

 

At first, Zhang Fan thought this NIMA was not a waste. Later I realized that the world of the rich is really 

complicated. You have to sit alone in an elevator! Are you afraid of farting in the elevator and no one is 

responsible? 

 

But the designer said, this is privacy! Zhang Fan later realized that he was afraid of being seen by others! 

 

The experts who came this time are all floor sweepers hiding in the hospital. Although they are not as 

famous as the younger director of Throwing Knife, the director of throwing knife has to bow his head 

and shout that you are in good health when he sees these old men! 

 

While blocking the elevator, Zhang Fan smiled and let the old men get off the elevator. There are not 

many people, just seven. 

 

For example, the first professor of immunology, Yaxiang old professor of immunology, although retired, 

the hospital did not let people go. The president invited all the team to work. When the old man came 

to tea, Dean Yaxiang, who had never dealt with Zhang Fan, called in person and said with gnashing teeth 

that if Zhang Fan dared to dig a corner, he and Zhang Fan would never finish. 

 

The old man is low-key, not to mention laymen. Even those who don't engage in immunization don't 

know the old man. They learn from the father of immunization in China, old Mr. Tang Feifan. It can be 

said that the early immunization of China was the foundation laid by several people, teachers and 

disciples. 

 

This kind of old man, let's talk about the things that can't be dug. It's really dug. It's estimated that the 

general manager will come out to mediate. 



 

The second, the moderate endocrine old man, with a kind face, said as he walked, "what have you done, 

boy? When I came, the moderate president told me to go early and return early. Don't listen to you." 

 

Zhang Fan smiled awkwardly across the room. The old man studied abroad in his early years and was the 

youngest member of the health care group. Later, he insisted on taking undergraduates in the golden 

mean. At this age, there are not many old men who can take big classes. 

 

Seven old men, Zhang Fan is big enough this time. 

Chapter 1428 

 

 

In the early years, especially those around the Olympic Games, when the network was not particularly 

developed, there were some flying knife doctors. It's hard to say how their technology is, but it's a big 

spectrum. Going out is similar to the president of a small country. 

 

With dedicated nurses, anesthesiologists, assistants, and even life and work assistants. Don't take non 

first class, don't drink non tens of dollars of water! It's just a pit that treats patients like fat pigs. 

However, fortunately, the clean flow of the medical sector accounts for a large part, especially the low-

key and self-cultivation of mainstream doctors have finally resisted this trend. 

 

Otherwise, the medical circle will be the same as the star circle in a few years. As people say, what is a 

noble? A noble is a person who has to be fed by a surging secretary when he has to eat. 

 

 

Looking at these old people who came to tea, Zhang Fan sighed a lot. The old men just brought one or 

two young students to see the world, and the air tickets of these students didn't worry about the tea 

vegetable hospital. Everyone didn't move, big bags and small bags. 

 

 

Just carry an ordinary shoulder back, take a computer and wash clothes, and nothing else. The 

development of Chinese medical care today is absolutely inseparable from the style and style of these 

discipline leaders in those years. 

 

 

Of course, these people Zhang fan can't dig if he wants to. For example, Ya Xiang, if you dig away the old 

man who is immune to others, you will kill ya Xiang, but the old man can't dig. Zhang Fan thinks that 

these young people who follow him are still very excellent. 

 

 



These people are estimated to be the closing disciples of these old men. They are not young and have no 

time to bring them. And this group of young people are also very lucky to learn from famous schools. 

But it can also be said to be unfortunate. 

 

 

In the local hospital, the master brothers are all 50 or 60 principals and presidents, and the worst is also 

the Department Director. They have a doctor's degree. They have a high seniority, but their status is 

low. It is difficult to get ahead without dormancy for more than ten years or more. Elder martial brother 

and Shifu are still very different. 

 

Therefore, this group of people Zhang Fan had an idea at a glance. The old men finally came and didn't 

leave anything. Isn't it a loss? People outside have called themselves pickpocketing and don't leave 

anything. Isn't it smashing their own signboard! 

 

 

Besides, you also called to say don't move the old man, but you didn't say don't be the old man's 

apprentice! 

 

When Zhang Fan took the old men into the ward, old Chen came out of the airport and arranged the 

reimbursement for the young people early. The treatment should be the same. 

 

 

The old man of the golden mean smiled and asked Zhang Fan what he had done. Li Cunhou smoked in 

his heart and thought: when you leave, you will know what others have done! 

 

In the conference room of the international medical department, except for the round table, there is not 

even a place to stay! 

 

Almost all the people from relevant departments can come. This kind of consultation is just like the 

annual film reading conference in the medical sector. 

 

The film reading conference is not for everyone to watch the drama of two people's life in Marubeni. 

This is a year in which many top three large hospitals collect special medical records and image data of 

this year. 

 

Then we discuss it together. In the early years, this activity was unofficial. The tradition is to sum up 

experience, find out deficiencies and improve medical level! The development of the activity is very 

good. It is much more meaningful than what selection conference or what annual assembly 13 

conference. 

 

A film reading conference can improve doctors' vision and experience. Of course, the only disadvantage 

of this conference is the scarcity of bosses. 

 



Today, the International Department of the tea plant hospital is almost the top in internal medicine. So 

the doctors crowded into the large conference room of the international department. 

 

Wang Hong thought the meeting was a little messy and wanted the doctors to go out. As a result, Zhang 

Fan stopped her. Even Zhang Fan said with a critical tone: "you are also a doctor. How can you forget 

your roots!" 

 

This almost made Wang Hong cry on the spot. 

 

In the conference room, behind the old men in various departments, there are doctors in relevant 

departments, seven old men, seven disciplines, almost 20 doctors in one department, and 200 young 

people are in the conference room where dozens of people meet on weekdays! 

 

But the scene was silent. 

 

Really, looking at the expression of tea vegetarian physicians can make people feel distressed! One 

pilgrim's eyes, even blinking twice, feel that they will lose the same. Surgery is different. The big guys in 

surgery have come too much in recent years. 

 

Even old Lu and old Wu are not uncommon. Old Jiang is resident. But this is the first time! 

 

Zhang Fan presided over the meeting. First, he briefly introduced the old men invited. He didn't say the 

honors of these people one after another, just say, academician of Immunology 

 

Two minutes were useless. After the introduction, Zhang Fan began to report the current specific 

situation of the patient. While reporting, the old men began to view the first-hand examination data. 

Before the meeting, these old men went into the ward to have a physical examination for the boss of 

the desert country. 

 

Lao Chen didn't come to the conference room after implementing the relevant benefits. He still had a 

task, that is, to bring a nurse who can speak desert language to the boss of desert country. In fact, it was 

the same as the one selling goods. 

 

Look at my mink coat. It came out of the old forest in Daxinganling. That's probably what it means. 

 

The goods are not good. Lao Chen has to shout. Now that the top doctor comes, it is impossible not to 

make it clear to the other party. 

 

In the conference room, Ouyang personally poured water for the old men with a thermos. Wang Hong 

and Xiao Chen wanted to do it, so she drove them away. "This is our doctor's meeting. Go out when 

you're busy!" 

 

After Zhang Fan's introduction, he paused a little for three or four minutes, then smiled and said to the 

old men, "let's talk about your views. Our current treatment of tea element is symptomatic. Even if it is 



fever, it is barely controlled." 

 

Several old men looked at each other, and then the moderate endocrine old man first said, "this disease 

has the most extensive endocrine changes. I'll talk about it first. At present, the hormone in the patient's 

body is an induced disorder. 

 

Moreover, the threshold of inducing mechanism is very low. A small amount of alcohol or even a small 

amount of fat may cause hormone disorder in patients. 

 

But when the disordered area is calm, the patient's state is almost normal. From the direction of 

endocrine, it can be said that the patient's compensatory function is still sufficient. The next problem is 

how to raise the threshold of this inducement mechanism, or even no trigger. " 

 

The old men of the seven disciplines all expressed their opinions. 

 

In the conference room, it was like entering the silkworm breeding room. Except for the speeches of 

these old men, the rest were the doctors around taking notes. The rustling sound of writing could be 

heard clearly. 

 

This is the treatment idea of others. The method is very simple, but the treatment idea, what people 

think and how they arrange it are all experiences that money can't exchange. 

 

China's current treatment guidelines are actually aimed at the basic diseases of basic hospitals. The 

original treatment is not the same thing. 

 

But the Chinese people in NIMA are so smart that they can find loopholes in any aspect and any law. 

Finally, they can find ways to make money in medical treatment. The country is helpless. 

 

I don't know how many experts have come up with a clinical guide. What is a clinical guideline? In fact, it 

is simple. For example, appendix surgery. The guideline clearly states what examination should be done 

and what examination should not be done when patients enter the hospital. 

 

Even the application of antibiotics is clear. For example, the use of several generations of antibiotics and 

the use of antibiotics under any circumstances are written in the guide. 

 

One is to unify the treatment standards. The most important thing is to be afraid of doctors' nonsense. 

In early years, a patient was admitted to hospital. Since admission, cefaclor can be used to discharge the 

patient. 

 

When it comes to some difficult diseases, the guide will not move. Because the expert opinions on 

formulating the guide are not unified, how do you guide. 

 

Therefore, for this rare disease, doctors have almost no other good methods except following the 

teacher to learn their own summary. 



 

Finally, Shuimu's old man Jiang made a summary speech on behalf of tea su. After all, Zhang Fan is a 

surgeon. He can preside over the beginning as the Dean, but he can't summarize as a surgeon. If he 

works hard, it's a layman. 

 

You are a drummer. Finally, you comment on others who play suona. Do you have this ability! 

 

Old man Jiang wore reading glasses, took a summary he quickly wrote during the meeting, and nodded 

slightly to the people around him, "at present, the diagnosis is clear, Mediterranean fever, the patient is 

68 years old, male. 

 

According to the opinions of experts in various disciplines, the treatment should be symptomatic before 

the cause. Each system is led by experts for a week of test treatment. Each discipline deals with the 

problems of relevant disciplines, summarizes and summarizes! 

 

According to a week as a course of treatment, and finally achieve the purpose of patients' recovery or 

improvement. " 

 

Younger people may not have lived in the hospital. Those who are older will always go to the hospital 

once or twice. Whenever they leave the hospital, the doctor will give you a discharge certificate. In the 

column of disease, surgery often says cure. 

 

And most of the internal medicine is for the better. 

 

When the meeting was concluded, the old men in all departments were not idle. They didn't ask where 

they lived. They directly took people to start exploratory diagnosis and treatment in relevant 

departments. 

 

Internal medicine diseases, many internal medicine drugs, are not the kind of medicine that people think 

Dalang drinks, and they will have miraculous effects in one bite. 

 

Often, one drug, one drug, experimental use. This is the difference between a doctor and a doctor. 

 

The boss of desert country also got the treatment plan and informed consent of the patient. 

 

Lao Chen translated it as quickly as possible with people and a professional translation team sent by the 

tea vegetable government. 

 

The boss of desert country was ignorant when he was holding a book like treatment plan and informed 

consent. 

 

He simply didn't understand the treatment plan. He handed it to the accompanying doctor of desert 

country, and although he knew the word, he couldn't understand the content of the informed consent. 

 



Just as ordinary people look at some contracts when buying a house or a car, they feel illiterate when 

holding them in their hands. 

 

I don't know whether the boss of the desert country understands it or not. Anyway, it's elegant when 

signing. 

 

At the beginning of treatment, the first top treatment of tea in internal medicine began. 

 

Ouyang, I'm not idle. These old men are here. How can I let them go. Drag Zhang Fan and let these old 

men go to the clinic. 

 

The old men all felt like they were on a thief's boat. They took a group of doctors from the 

corresponding departments of tea vegetables to study and treat in the morning, went to the clinic in the 

afternoon, and even gave lectures to the doctors in the evening. 

 

When treating the boss of the desert country, rare diseases in the tea plant are like mushrooms. They 

don't happen once in the past ten years. They happen every day these days. 

Chapter 1429 

 

 

In the late autumn, the tea element is as beautiful as a sunny day. If you take your girlfriend or wife, the 

warm sun and the blue sky above your head, as well as the crumbling leaves and golden leaves on the 

ground. 

 

The sound of stepping on it is really an enjoyment. 

 

The snowy day is another kind of beauty. Overnight, the world seems to be a snowy world, especially a 

large number of buildings with Eurasian style, which really makes people enter the world of fairy tales. 

 

In particular, the snowflakes in autumn are different from those in other seasons. The spring snow in 

spring is like a mouthful of cold phlegm. It sticks to your face and is sticky and half melted, which is very 

uncomfortable. In winter, snowflakes, like soybeans falling from the sky, can feel a pain when they hit 

your face. 

 

 

The snowflakes in autumn are gentle. The surface is soft and the inside is brittle. There is a feeling of 

warm water soaked noodles, soft outside and brittle inside. There is even a feeling of beautiful nails 

scratching their back slowly. 

 

 

Just after the festival in October, the tea vegetable hospital has started heating, and it will be half a 



month in the city. Many old people and women, such as those with chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease and emphysema, reported the tea vegetable hospital early. 

 

 

The old people have to resist the call of the king of hell, and the slightly younger ones have also started 

the days of cat winter. Because of the arrival of experts, there are a lot of foreign rare diseases in the tea 

vegetable hospital. 

 

 

Of course, many rare diseases are not local tea vegetarians. They all come from old people. To tell you 

the truth, if the outpatient registration fee of these old people is placed in the tea vegetarians 

International Department, you can't see 10000 or 20000 per number. 

 

 

But in the tea vegetable headquarters, the registration fee of 30 yuan was scolded, "NIMA tea vegetable 

hospital wants to drink human blood. Isn't the expert clinic five yuan!" 

 

The swearing people were happy in the outpatient hall. As a result, they came forward and asked. He 

didn't come to see a doctor. He came to discharge! 

 

Nima has everyone! 

 

Tea element is also a rare local disease and a celebrity. The host of the TV station. 

 

When she was sent to the hospital, the woman's face was withered and yellow. She foamed at the 

mouth in a coma. Where is the style in the TV frame. 

 

 

The publicity boss called Zhang Fan in person, "Zhang Yuan, you must pay attention. The host suddenly 

became like this. There was a lot of discussion in the unit, and even some superstitious statements. 

 

Some say that the ghost is on the upper body, some say that the weasel came down the mountain to 

catch people. I have everything to say. My head is big. " 

 

 

It turned out that the host was not in good condition these days, and suddenly fainted in the studio 

when he was going to broadcast the news that day. Foaming at the mouth, he was in a coma with a 

painful color. 

 

At that time, it was sent to the tea vegetable hospital. We couldn't find the reason. Moreover, the 

organs had failure of different sizes. For the other factors, we couldn't find a trace of abnormality at all. 

 



Secretory organs secrete a large amount of liquid, not only in the mouth, but also in the urinary tract, 

reproductive system and anus. 

 

It's like incontinence when you're drunk. 

 

Xue Fei, wearing gloves, touched each channel once and still had no clue. He felt that the patient was 

poisoned, but the identity of the patient should not be! Just when he hesitated, the hematology 

department called and the patient had the possibility of poisoning! 

 

Poisoning! This is no small matter. After Xue Fei reported to the medical department, he began to look 

for the kinds of drugs poisoned. 

 

The medical department immediately reported to Zhang Fan. After Zhang Fan told the boss of the 

publicity department about the situation, he suggested calling the police. The boss of the publicity 

department didn't hesitate and agreed to call the police. Then he never called again. 

 

Probably avoiding suspicion. 

 

It happened that a group of old men, top doctors, were in the hospital and hired a pharmacy expert. 

They didn't have any superfluous actions in the past. They lay on the patient's face, smelled and looked, 

and directly said: "sand silkworm toxin poisoning. Invasive. Although the amount is small, it takes a long 

time!" 

 

As soon as this was said, the doctors in the emergency center of tea vegetable were stupid and had 

never heard of the poison. 

 

In medicine, there is a special classification, drug toxicology. In addition to specialized pharmacology, 

this discipline is specialized in forensic medicine. Even if clinical students stay in the emergency 

department for decades, they have to change areas, such as those from the north to the south, and 

even start all over again. 

 

Because the symptoms caused by many poisons are very similar, the medication can be very different. 

Sometimes I can't find the poison source and don't dare to give the medicine. Maybe it will become a 

big Lang to drink the medicine. 

 

Turning over toxicology books can really make you feel that it's not easy for people to survive. 

 

The major categories of poisoning include drug poisoning, such as sedative and hypnotic drug poisoning. 

Many patients with depression prescribe drugs, secretly don't drink drugs, store drugs, and then drink 

the amount for a month when the weather is bad, which directly saves people's life, and their liver and 

kidney can't work. 

 

There are also pesticide poisoning. For example, some people feel that there are many mosquitoes in 

summer. They order a lot of mosquito incense with pyrethroids. I don't know whether the mosquitoes 



hang or not. They will go to heaven. This is mild, such as dichlorvos in the early years. If you go down in 

one bite, it will be too late to rescue. 

 

There are also asphyxiating poisoning, most of which are carbon monoxide. The rest are poisoning by 

professional counterparts, such as cyanide poisoning. This kind of tea element is more common, 

because the gold mine needs this substance when refining gold. If you are careless, you will hang up. 

 

Not only these, but also organic poisoning, such as gasoline. In the early years, many people were 

poisoned. It is estimated that people of previous years have seen the way of oil. A rubber pipe was 

inserted into a gasoline barrel, and the gasoline came out with a sharp suction, and then poured into 

another gasoline barrel. 

 

Sometimes, if you are not careful and suck hard, you will go down with a mouthful of gasoline. If you 

drink too much, it's hard to say whether it burns or not. Poisoning is certain. 

 

There is also metal poisoning, most of which is lead poisoning. 

 

Then there is plant poisoning, from sprouted potatoes to mushrooms, from litchi to beans. Sometimes 

NIMA doesn't dare to eat. 

 

There are also animal poisoning, eating puffer fish on the lips, teasing scorpions and snakes on the 

hands, and being stung by bees. 

 

The last one is the poisoning of daily chemical products in recent years, such as some detergents. Some 

people are particularly clean. After reading the story of Marubeni's female boss drinking toilet water, 

they have extremely high requirements for their own family. 

 

In her eyes, she felt that this thing was difficult to use. Then several detergents and disinfectants were 

mixed together to mop the floor and brush the toilet. She was unlucky. The floor was cleaned, but she 

directly sent a family of children and old to the crematorium. 

 

The poisoning of Bombyx mori toxin directly blinded the doctors in the northwest. What is this? Is it 

time to turn the book? 

 

This poison is a kind of nerve poison imitated from marine annelids. It is used to kill special animals, such 

as borers. Most of these insects are pests of rice in the south, which are rare in the northwest. 

 

How did you get in touch with a hostess or a housewife? Even if she wants to kill herself and buy it, 

there's no place to buy it? 

 

It turned out that a planting tycoon was infatuated with the style of the hostess. The tycoon sent cars, 

houses and diamonds. 

 

I don't know whether it's true love or money. Anyway, they slept together illegally. 



 

The world of adults is very complex. You say true love. After divorce, can't you combine and pull 

certificates together? One should pay attention to his reputation, and the other should separate his 

assets in divorce. Both felt that the cost was too high. 

 

Just secretly together. 

 

The hostess's husband was careless and didn't find it, but the wife of the planting tycoon knew it on the 

first day the couple slept illegally. 

 

Negotiation, looking for a hostess, can't. The tycoon's wife is also a man with a head and a face now, and 

she is reluctant to make a big deal. 

 

But every day, watching her husband sleep with his tongue outstretched like a dog, can she not hate it? 

The more she thinks, the more angry she thinks, and then she comes up with a clever trick. She thought 

of Sandworm toxin, which people in Northwest China may not know even agricultural and forestry 

experts. As for doctors, it is impossible to find. 

 

However, cross the line is like cross the mountain. The tea vegetable hospital is not the hospital where 

barefoot kicks the wall and listens to the sound. It needs equipment. 

 

She directly soaked her husband's underwear with Bombyx mori toxin, a small amount for many times. 

Then, I quarrel with the tycoon every day. As soon as I quarrel, the tycoon goes to the host. 

 

As soon as they quarrel, they go to the host, and then the tycoon also feels that he seems to have been 

a youth club recently. He is very brave. 

 

Regular can be hard until dawn! 

 

As a result, less than half a month later, he suddenly found that he couldn't do it, and then the hostess 

fell in the studio. 

 

To tell the truth, if there was no pharmacology old man today, the hostess would like to make a clear 

diagnosis in addition to autopsy, which is really impossible. 

 

How many people know about this small poison. 

 

"Rescue!" 

 

The police also came and asked the host's husband. The host's husband didn't know when he asked. He 

ate a lot of stewed beef at night. He was fine. 

 

He and his wife respect each other like guests. There is no contradiction. His wife gave him a Rolex a few 

days ago! 



 

The policeman's eyes lit up as soon as he said this. The salary of tea vegetable civil servants can't be paid 

by NIMA. There's no bonus. Where did she get the money for such a watch. 

 

Then carry out social relations and sort it out bit by bit. 

 

Just then, an ambulance brought a man. The same symptoms were sent to the emergency center and 

directly to the emergency room. 

 

As for handling the case, Zhang Fan doesn't worry, but he listens to the cry of rescuing the outdoor 

man's wife. It's tearing his heart and lungs. Zhang Fan thinks the man has married a good wife! 

 

After a while, the police chief quietly pulled Zhang Fan out of the rescue room, and then said a few 

words gently in Zhang Fan's ear. 

 

Zhang Fan was stunned when he listened to this operation. Underwear kills people! 

 

Poor people must be hated! 

 

But the hospital is not a court. The hospital has no right to judge a person's code of conduct. Entering 

the hospital is a patient. 

 

The emergency center was unprecedentedly powerful. The academician of pharmacology began to 

rescue with academicians of various departments and a group of tea doctors. 

 

Xue Fei is the first doctor to deal with it. After oral orders, Xue Fei quickly executes them. 

Chapter 1430 

 

 

Rescue, the rescue of some doctors, not to mention others, the doctors themselves feel a mess, and the 

scene is as chaotic as the scene of catching a traitor. In a hurry, the family members can feel that the 

doctor has tried his best. 

 

The rescue presided over by these old men can make people feel like an art. What to do next and my 

medication goal can accurately meet expectations. Beautiful is like an offensive and defensive war. 

 

The dosage was accurate to a few drops a minute. 

 

"Adjust blood pressure to 90, improve heart rate and protect liver and kidney function!" 

 

After taking the medicine, I feel that it is as easy as the poison fighting wits and courage in the patient's 



body, and I can't see a trace of chaos at all. The feeling is not rescue, but the ordinary morning ward 

round and telling the lower level doctor to change the medicine. 

 

 

This thing, doing it seriously to the extreme is art. 

 

 

"Go and inform the transferred surgeons and residents at home to study in the emergency center!" 

Zhang Fan whispered to Lao Chen. 

 

 

Because internal medicine doctors don't need to be informed, the smarter internal medicine transfer 

doctors these days have been around these old men almost every day. What is experience? Isn't it just 

one or two points? It looks like a simple summary or two. 

 

But NIMA hasn't been bald for 30 years. Can you sum up this? As for the elderly surgeons, there is no 

need to inform them. Their thinking mode has been fixed and they look at it for nothing. 

 

 

Therefore, Zhang Fan thinks that this is a very good first aid template. This observation is much more 

valuable than the experience you have summed up in rescuing hundreds of patients. Before long, the 

surgeons trotted into the emergency center. 

 

 

What is surgery and what is internal medicine. If you ask a doctor fiercely, he will be stunned. No 

surgery is internal medicine? Someone else's cardiology intervention surgery is flying. 

 

In fact, if it's serious, it's boring. According to Zhang Fan's understanding, surgery is like a married 

couple's life after more than 20 years. Women look impatient and take off their clothes quickly. In five 

minutes, the play I want to chase begins. 

 

 

Both men and women know what each other wants, what they want to do, and how long each other can 

last. Don't be reserved. 

 

Internal medicine is like a little couple at the beginning of love. I'm going to take a bath. Do you want to 

wash it! 

 

 

Both sides should gently test each other. They are not too clear about the depth of one and the length 



of the other. They are exploring and communicating with each other little by little. 

 

If you use surgical thinking, come up and take off your clothes and pull it towards the bed, this thing 

NIMA is not in love, it is spending money on health care, or it is a strong crime. 

 

So serious young male doctors, who like this kind of thinking, ah, they just do it. How refreshing. That is, 

physicians. When they were young, most female doctors were relatively better than male doctors. 

 

But at a certain age, excellent physicians are often male doctors, because male doctors have figured it 

out now. When they get old, their brothers are not so impulsive, so they are all thinking about it. 

 

The rescue of the hostess was relatively successful. Because the intake was small, after a round of 

rescue, the trend of liver and kidney failure was stopped and the toxins in the body were cleaned up. 

 

The host husband outside the ward patted his chest with the expression of the rest of his life, which 

made Zhang Fan who went out to answer the phone feel a kind of sympathy. This one was still in the 

dark. 

 

After answering the phone, Zhang Fan hesitated slightly and agreed that Marubeni's gastrointestinal 

group of tea element also entered the rescue room to observe. 

 

Because the hospital office requires all transferred doctors to observe and study, they also apply to 

participate in the gastrointestinal group of tea element. 

 

There are some things that you can't understand even if you see them. A lot of experience and 

technology can't be understood at a glance. 

 

However, in terms of marketing, meatball countries are really developed, such as fried tempura, which 

is popular in recent years. Then the bald old man was packaged like a generation of masters. Good 

Chinese people think that Chinese people can't do it. There are no masters in China. 

 

Then take the money, like the money you picked up, and spend it in a big way. A group of people have 

never seen the world. 

 

To tell you the truth, what kind of master is this? It's just a skilled oil man. The ancestors of China played 

with the rest of the things hundreds of thousands of years ago. 

 

Because this kind of thing is a static operation, let alone 30 years, a large number of human muscle 

operations. Under the static condition, there will be muscle memory in a few months. 

 

If you don't say anything else, you can try to rescue. This thing, let alone 30 years, you may not be able 

to achieve the ability of some talents for a few years without talent for 300 years. 

 

Looking at several Chinese academicians, controlling drugs between a few milligrams and a few 



micrograms, heart rate, blood pressure and breathing are like dolls in other people's hands. They want 

to pose as they want. When they see this group of marukuo doctors, NIMA kneels down. 

 

Not to mention that in the rescue room with frequent cases, even in the laboratory with stable 

environment, this operation is a frequent failure. And others, in the rescue room, in the chaos of war, 

operate like a toothless old lady drinking Hu spicy soup, which can't flow out at all. 

 

Tanima is scary! 

 

In fact, Zhang Fan and his group of tea vegetable surgeons had knelt long before the doctor of MARUKI 

came. Now they come to outsiders. Of course, they should be more reserved. 

 

"Xue Fei is powerful now. You see, his movements are coherent and don't seem astringent at all. He 

feels as if he has cooperated with these big guys for many years." orthopedic Li Chengfu whispered with 

a little jealousy. 

 

Zhang Fan smiled slightly. Xue Fei was able to hold the position of director at the beginning. Thanks to 

Zhang Fan, if Zhang Fan hadn't often helped him work, he would have pushed the position himself. "You 

think Xue Fei is still the former Xue Fei. People have worked hard. 

 

Medical treatment is like this. If you work hard, you are a brother. If you don't work hard, you are a 

brother! " 

 

Although Zhang Fan's voice was not loud, almost all the surgeons around him heard it. This is the best 

on-the-spot teaching, which is much more effective than if you are like a mother every day. 

 

The hostess slowly woke up, from daze, dizziness and nausea to a stable state. However, when people 

live, it is not certain whether they can continue to live and work normally in the future because of the 

erosion of toxins. 

 

This kind of rescue can only save lives. It's really difficult to solve the problem completely. After all, 

many of the results of drug toxins are irreversible. For example, one kidney cell will die if it dies. It won't 

be said that the newly grown backup kidney cells. 

 

This is why the kidney can complete the metabolism of the human body, but there are two reasons. 

 

One of the most delicate organs in the human body is the brain and the other is the kidney. The simplest 

thing is that you drank a lot of wine. You were so drunk that you didn't even know your family. At that 

time, it seemed that the biggest damage was the liver. 

 

After six months of recovery, the liver changed into a new dress, and the brain cells of the brain could 

not see the damage that could be caused. The brain was the most serious. In the past, you could 

understand what the beauty wanted through the female body language. 

 



After a big drink, you may not be able to analyze it, because brain cells die. 

 

When the hostess woke up, the planting tycoon was even more chaotic. After the police came in and 

took control of the tycoon's wife, suddenly the originally harmonious hall was very noisy. 

 

The tycoon's brother-in-law and brother-in-law had been divided into several factions at this time. The 

tycoon's teenage daughter, like a doll stained with soil, fell to the ground and was trampled on by a 

group of people who had no time to make up in the past. 

 

In one day, she had no father, no mother! 

 

As for the tycoon's condition, no one cares. 

 

The planting tycoon, because of the long exposure time of poisons and the large amount of drug 

infiltration, also took a large number of drugs to expand blood vessels during this period, which 

accelerated the process of poison systemization. 

 

There were many pesticide poisonings in the early years, and most of them were unintentional 

poisonings. For example, when you go to the farmland to get medicine without protective measures, 

you don't have to wash your hands with soap when you go home. When you wash it casually, you pick 

up the white steamed bread and start eating it. 

 

Then he foamed at the mouth and fell to the ground. Many of these drugs don't mean that you don't 

open your mouth or drink it. People begin to penetrate into the body directly through the skin. 

 

Moreover, the effect of skin absorption is sometimes more serious than oral administration. 

 

This is because it is absorbed in a large area. Many people don't understand how large an area a 

underwear can be! 

 

In fact, this is a misunderstanding. In the calculation of body surface scald, the front chest and back area 

of the human body is the largest, followed by the hips and thighs. 

 

Moreover, the skin of the perineal area is quite thin. For example, some people have no conditions to 

take a bath. In summer, this place will fester in a few days, because it is thin, easy to secrete, easier to 

absorb and not wear-resistant. 

 

Looking at the situation of the planting tycoon, Zhang Fan was secretly worried. In this case, he met too 

many, and finally it was a chicken feather. 

 

The follow-up treatment of tycoon's disease is very troublesome. It requires not only a lot of human and 

material resources, but also a backbone to decide the follow-up treatment. 

 

For example, intubation is needed now, and intubation may suffocate. Which of these people can 



decide. 

 

This kind of thing, the hospital is really a headache. 

 

Sure enough, before treatment here, there was something wrong with the tycoon's hospitalization 

expenses. Then a group of people pushed me and pushed me to pull the tycoon back to their home. 

There was a sense of mortuary attacking regardless of bundle armour. 

 

Looking at the tycoon dressed in luxury goods, he was robbed by his relatives and pulled out of the 

hospital. The doctors couldn't say a word. What if there were tens of millions of people at home. 

 

It's really crazy and rainy. It's difficult for people to be crazy! 

 

This kind of thing is a big deal in other places, and it is just a talk on the night shift in the hospital. 

 

In recent days, great changes have taken place in the internal medicine system of tea. 

Chapter 1431 

 

 

The prosperity of tea surgery, although there are certain factors of the times. In those years, the border 

security had a good relationship with Lao maozi, and the digital hospital shrank. Then the tea element 

surgery came into being, but it can also be said that it was the struggle of three generations of 

presidents and countless surgical directors and doctors. 

 

Otherwise, there is no good foundation, no old Huang's vision and Ouyang's family background. Zhang 

fan can't even be a cow. This is accumulated. So it doesn't take much effort to improve surgery. 

 

At present, the general surgery, orthopedics and burns of tea have been the best departments in 

Northwest China, and can have a place in the whole country. If Zhang Fan invited all his teachers and 

uncles to the tea vegetable hospital, ordinary foreigners in the tea vegetable hospital could hold a bull's 

ear in China. 

 

 

Of course, martial uncle didn't seal the knife. A short invitation is OK. If you really dig it, the general 

logistics officer may have to drive a tank to find Zhang fan trouble. 

 

 

But internal medicine is always a little different. I don't know whether the doctor's initiative is relatively 

poor or why. Zhang Fan points out the systematic internal medicine, but he still can't. He always feels 

that he has pulled his sister to bed. The sister says with a shy face that her relatives are coming, and 

then gets out of bed, puts on her shoes and runs away. 



 

Enough money? Zhang Fan wondered. 

 

This time, Zhang Fan finally understood that NIMA was not attractive enough to attract the interest of 

doctors. 

 

This is also a matter of no choice. There is a saying in the medical industry that you want to make money 

to go to internal medicine and learn technology to go to surgery. 

 

 

What do you mean? The level gap between inpatients and directors of internal medicine in general 

hospitals is not very large, so the superior doctors have little control over the subordinate doctors, and 

the result is that the rebate is divided equally. 

 

 

If the director eats more and occupies more, everyone is willing to report in private and prevaricate the 

patient. Anyway, you can't get the money comfortably. 

 

Therefore, turning around, it also shows that it is not easy for physicians to get ahead, just like the small 

transparent and infection department in the hospital. Without a major epidemic of infectious diseases, 

the infection department will never be cared for. 

 

 

For example, Lao Zhong, who knows what the old man did before 2003. Except for those in the 

breathing, let alone those outside the line, even the doctors in other departments don't know what the 

old man is doing. 

 

Endocrine these days, the atmosphere is different. On weekdays, we either discuss whether the donkey 

bag is true or false, or how many kinds of lipstick colors there are, and whether silk stockings are more 

silky. Now, when the average old man is on duty in tea hormone endocrinology. 

 

 

In the Department, a group of licking dogs, Zhang Fan saw that NIMA was angry and hurt internally. 

During the old man's ward round, a group of people scrambled to answer questions and ask their own 

questions. When NIMA's ward round, a group of people scrambled to inform heimaijiang that he had 

come. 

 

Zhang Fan is not a fool. You can see that people don't treat him as their own. 

 

 

However, in this case, Zhang Fan is still fond of returning to Qi, and finally knows that he has made 

progress. To tell the truth, many doctors and physicians in class III hospitals will be unable to make any 



progress when they reach a certain level. 

 

It's not that they don't work hard, but because there is no good leader to show them the way. This is 

why the richest rural hospitals in China give 300000 to ordinary doctors and 3 million to discipline 

leaders. 

 

It is no exaggeration that a good leader can bring up the medical level of a department or even a region. 

 

Of course, there are too few such leaders. 

 

In the early morning, Zhang Fan and Ouyang walked around the internal medicine department, and 

there was no ward round. After all, several old people were there, and your ward round was a little big. 

 

Simply pretending to pass by, "Ouyuan, you said it would be nice if these old men worked in our hospital 

for a long time!" 

 

"Yes! I regret my previous politics now!" Ouyang did not know what he thought and sighed sadly. 

 

However, the old lady is not a person who laments the spring and autumn when she sees the fallen 

leaves. She sighed and estimated that her mood would change again. "Have they finished all the system 

tasks of the boss of the desert country these days?" 

 

"The intracardiac treatment has been completed. According to the current intracardiac treatment 

scheme, the patient has no problem with the cardiovascular system. The digestion has also been 

completed. The scheme to prevent stress internal bleeding is very classic. If the director of the digestive 

department hadn't personally shown me the scheme, I think it was the treatment scheme they bought 

from outside." 

 

Zhang Fan and Ouyang talked while walking. The treatment plan of the boss of desert country is like the 

infrastructure of China, first big package, then small package, and finally summarized. Each department 

is responsible for the problems of relevant systems, and then summarized together for comprehensive 

treatment. 

 

This time, Zhang Fan is gratified not only by the changes in internal medicine, but also the changes in 

pharmacy. Hospitals, in China's early years, were hospitals that used drugs to support doctors. There are 

many benefits, but with the development of the times, this is not in line with the current social 

background. 

 

Originally, medical clinic and pharmacy cannot be separated, but in the later stage, the prescriptions of 

major hospitals are reduced to the point of only selling drugs, and then NIMA, the director of Pharmacy 

Department of each hospital, has become a high-risk occupation. 

 

It is estimated that laymen don't know how to distribute the kickbacks in the hospital. This is actually the 

case. First of all, pharmaceutical companies will have many levels of pharmaceutical agents. Then, for 



example, level 1, level 2, level 3. 

 

The ex factory prices of drugs obtained by these businessmen are also different. I won't elaborate on 

this. The water is too deep. 

 

When you get to the hospital, you have to bid successfully, which requires ideological work with the 

local leaders in charge of health and the president of the hospital, and there will be a part of the cost. 

And often this part of the cost is relatively high, accounting for about half of the cost after the drug 

leaves the factory. 

 

Because everyone is the same drug, why can you bid successfully? For example, Danshen injection, 

which is a little simple, almost all pharmaceutical enterprises in all provinces are making this drug. 

Whether it has effect or not, the whole country is doing it anyway. 

 

After entering the hospital, they are the same drugs. Why should you let the doctor use your brand of 

drugs? At this time, drug dealers should do the ideological work of department directors and doctors to 

let them understand where their drugs are good! 

 

There will also be some costs at this time, which is about one tenth of all costs. 

 

After the doctor uses the drug, you have to make statistics on which doctor uses the drug. At this time, 

you have to make statistics through the director of the pharmacy department. This is the so-called 

unified prescription. Generally, a prescription costs one yuan. 

 

It doesn't look like much, but if there are thousands of prescriptions a month, the director of the 

pharmacy department doesn't have to do anything. In fact, the statistics will take out the prescriptions 

and let the drug dealers make their own statistics. There are thousands of a drug. Think about it. 

 

Therefore, in this industry, many people will be buried in the avalanche! 

 

As for scientific research, ninima is busy unifying prescriptions in 80 to 90% of hospital pharmacies in 

China! There is no time for scientific research. Tea vegetarians are paid according to their annual salary 

because of their high salary. Therefore, Zhang Fan is particularly strict in this regard. 

 

I can't control the drug dealers outside, but I can manage the people in the hospital. If you dare to unify 

the prescription, I dare to ruin your job. 

 

As we all know, Zhang Fan usually laughs. It's not like Ouyang swears when he doesn't say a word, but 

the swearing people are soft. Zhang Fan doesn't swear, but his heart is black. 

 

It's true, so there are some small scientific research in the pharmacy of tea element, but it has a long-

term relationship, which leads to the lack of support in the pharmacy. 

 

Not only the tea vegetable hospital, but also Manchuria. If a pharmacy graduate can't get into the 



hospital, there are two ways, one is to be a drug dealer and the other is to change careers. 

 

Because in this profession, if you want to do scientific research, don't even think about it until you have 

a doctor. But when people get to the doctor, they won't go to the hospital to sell drugs. They either go 

to the pharmaceutical enterprise or the scientific research institute. Whose head was kicked and swollen 

by a donkey. He came to your hospital to sell medicine after graduation! 

 

Therefore, this department is often a place where hospital related households are concentrated. 

 

"The antibiotics used in your orthopedics department are too nonstandard. Look, clindamycin can be 

used for this, but you use cefaclor. Moreover, you use cefaclor from admission to discharge. The 

supervision responsibility of your clinical pharmacist has not been implemented!" 

 

In the pharmacy department, the old man looked at the prescriptions from various departments, found 

problems for everyone bit by bit, and then pointed out the work direction for everyone. 

 

Zhang Fan invited enough experts this time, which can be regarded as a sublimation for all departments 

of tea vegetable hospital. 

 

It is very important for many doctors to understand the future or future direction. Many hospitals have 

splendid flowers, but when they fail, they are like the ebb tide of the sea, because they do not have a 

strategically advantageous position at the joint node. 

 

In a week's time, the old man who came to tea vegetable was really getting tired and lying down. One 

day, when you open your eyes, you feel that work is coming. 

 

Moreover, when the treatment plan is determined and applied, the effect is very good. 

 

It's really difficult to find a corresponding drug for this kind of non targeted disease. 

 

But this time, tea vegetable's efforts were not in vain. First, the inexplicable fever of the boss of the 

desert country was controlled. 

 

After taking the medicine that day, the fever began to subside. In the early morning of the next day, the 

boss of the desert country immediately felt that life was still interesting, because he was not 

uncomfortable, and the pain all over subsided. 

 

During the ward round, Zhang Fan first noticed the face of the boss of the desert country. The old man 

was white. Although he was also Asian, he was definitely whiter than ordinary Asians, and even whiter 

than Zhang Fan. I don't know how much. 

 

But because of his fever, he was as red as Guan Erye. He didn't know that the old man drank too much 

or was steamed. 

 



Now the old man's face finally recovered. 

 

"Thank you!" the old man was very reserved, not to the point of gratitude. But his attitude was very 

polite. 

 

"At present, it's just that the body temperature is under control. In other aspects, we can't be sure. 

However, due to the side effects of drugs, we need to suspend it for a period of time. After you go back 

and rest for a week, you can continue to come to tea for the next stage of treatment." 

 

Zhang Fan explained to the boss with a smile that he was also happy that the boss could reduce his 

fever. 

 

When the old men took a group of doctors with tea and rubbed the boss like white bread for half a day, 

they withdrew from the ward and went to the conference room to summarize the treatment results. 

 

When Zhang Fan also smiled and wanted to go out, the boss of desert country said, "president Zhang, 

please help me contact your general manager. I want to talk to your general manager!" 

 

"Er!" Zhang Fan was stunned, but he didn't refuse. In fact, what popped out of his mind for the first time 

was not how to contact, but thought of a question. Does the general manager have a mobile phone? 

 

He didn't have contact information. Don't be afraid. Lao Wang, who didn't see two barrels of oil, is about 

to become the deputy director of the hospital office of the tea vegetable hospital. He doesn't report to 

the hospital every day. He has to bring something to Zhang Fan every time he comes. 

 

Such as good tea! Strange food, Lao Wang took great pains. 

Chapter 1432 

 

 

These days, Zhang Fan is busy, regardless of his head. He not only wants to organize internal medicine 

people to study treatment plans with the old men, but also young doctors to study with the old men, 

but also organizes people to contact the students brought by the old men in private. 

 

To tell you the truth, I'm really busy. Even going home is to sleep. Shaohua also knows that Zhang Fan is 

busy these days, but Shaohua counts the days. These days, it's ovulation. Looking at Zhang Fan, he 

doesn't seem very tired, so he doesn't let go. 

 

"Guess what I have in my hand?" Shaohua asked with a bad smile at Zhang Fan who was lying in bed and 

wanted to sleep. 

 

 

Zhang Fan looked, saw Shaohua's small fist and didn't drum up. When she thought about it, she just 



fought in bed and didn't go down to the ground. What could she have in her hand? Therefore, she didn't 

think much and said, "nothing!" 

 

 

"Hey, you guessed right!" Shao Hua stretched out his fist and separated his fingers like green onions. 

There was really nothing! 

 

 

Zhang Fan reluctantly glanced at Shaohua. Shaohua continued to laugh and whispered, "guess right, the 

reward is again!" 

 

Zhang fanima is stupid. There's something like this. If he just said he had a train in his hand, he probably 

couldn't escape. Let's do it again. Zhang Fan has the heart to carry the train skin and run away. 

 

 

After shaking, Zhang Fan felt that he didn't pay for overtime, and his stomach felt a little sore. Shao Hua 

held his legs and swayed his ass upward for about ten or twenty minutes before lying down safely. 

 

 

"Jia SuYue called me and asked you to do me a favor!" 

 

Zhang Fan pretended to fall asleep as soon as he heard about Princess Jia. Unfortunately, his acting skills 

failed, so Shaohua twisted his arm and opened his eyes. 

 

 

"What's the matter? I've been busy recently." Zhang Fan really doesn't want to take over Princess Jia. 

The main reason is that the girl is a little unreasonable. Zhang fan can't keep up. 

 

"I have to help with this. Her cousin's nose was crooked. It's estimated that she will go to the hospital 

tomorrow day. Let's have a look." 

 

 

As soon as Zhang Fan heard this, the stone in his heart fell. It was not a big problem, but he asked, 

"don't be a little sister!" 

 

Shaohua glanced at Zhang Fan: "there are no college students!" 

 

"Hey, what's going on?" 

 

It turns out that Jia SuYue's cousin is studying in the flight attendant major of tea vegetable college and 

is about to graduate. The College of tea vegetable is a little better in agriculture and animal husbandry. 



It's just for other majors. Moreover, the animal laboratory of the college was long-term chartered by the 

tea element hospital. 

 

You want a school that contracts out all the laboratories. 

 

The source of students is general, but strangely, this school is not good, but the boys and girls in the 

school are very beautiful. 

 

And Jia SuYue's cousin is also very beautiful. 

 

Then, it's also very simple. When I was cooking, I saw a girl jump the queue. Jia SuYue's cousin was not 

happy, so she said a few words. 

 

The girl who jumped in the queue was from the martial arts department and asked her classmates to 

help stand in line. As a result, one of the two girls is Yingwu type, which is almost 175cm tall, and the 

other is iconic, which is almost 175cm. 

 

I don't know what's going on. The two girls quarreled more and more fiercely. As a result, Jia SuYue's 

cousin was not only beautiful, but also good at oral Kung Fu. The other party didn't talk, and the other 

party was angry. 

 

Then he did it. 

 

He is also young. Jia SuYue's cousin is a flight attendant and a martial arts major. One face to face, one 

fist on the nose, bang, the nose is crooked! 

 

Shaohua said to Zhang Fan, and Zhang Fan fell asleep. 

 

He was past the age when his eyes lit up when he heard such things. 

 

The next day, Zhang Fan said hello to the director of the facial features department. He didn't go. Today, 

he was busy contacting these doctors in private. He didn't have time to see these shit. 

 

Even after a phone call, the director of the facial features department personally reset Jia SuYue's 

cousin's nose. 

 

Jia SuYue also went to the hospital and arranged for his cousin to be hospitalized. He got out of the 

hospital angrily and went to find Shaohua. 

 

Jia SuYue is not angry that Zhang Fan didn't come in person. Now she knows that Zhang Fan is no longer 

the little doctor in those days. She can't call and wave a leader at will. 

 

She was angry with her cousin, who was not a fuel-efficient lamp. Just a few days ago, she secretly had a 

nose augmentation operation in the tea vegetable beauty salon. 



 

After the nose is crooked, if you are a normal girl, you may be scared to cry. Because the nose is 

crooked! 

 

As a result, the child didn't go to the hospital. He first called the police and then said he wanted to go to 

the hospital. He went to the beauty salon on the way to the hospital, and then discussed with the owner 

of the beauty salon. He directly got a 70000 yuan nose augmentation fee of thousands of yuan! 

 

Then, she called Jia SuYue. She knew that Jia SuYue's family also had some energy in tea. 

 

When the police arrived, they saw that there were two girls. They originally said that you would 

negotiate, but Jia SuYue's sister raised her crooked nose and was unwilling to mediate. 

 

The girl who hit the person was frightened to tears on her face, because the police said that it was a 

minor injury. If it could not be solved in private, she might be sentenced. 

 

Then, the fist girl and her parents accompanied Jia SuYue's cousin to the tea vegetable hospital. 

 

The director of the facial features department took an iron bar and stuffed it into his nose. Then he 

heard a click and his nose reset. 

 

Then, the parents of the fist girl lost more than 80000 yuan to Jia SuYue's cousin in front of Jia SuYue! 

 

This little girl, NIMA is so skillful that she not only earns the tuition fees in recent years, but also can't get 

enough of her dowry. 

 

Shaohua listened to Jia SuYue's story, her eyes were wide, and she was silly. "Is this still a little girl? It 

feels like an old Jianghu!" 

 

"Who said no, I was stupid when I watched her collect the money today. If it were me, I would only cry! 

Hey, suddenly, I felt like I was old!" 

 

Seeing that Jia SuYue was in a bad state, Shaohua ordered the dishes and said, "OK, OK, where are you 

old and young? Eat more today and be surprised!" 

 

"Why not old? When we were dating, there were only 31 hot pot bottoms here. Now they have risen to 

65. Why not old!" 

 

On the one hand, Jia SuYue was frightened by his cousin. On the other hand, he was inexplicably 

uncomfortable in entering the tea vegetable hospital. In particular, the director of the facial features 

department not only came forward in person, but also asked politely, "are you a friend of Zhang 

hospital? Zhang hospital called and handed over the patient number to me. Don't worry!" 

 

In the past, Jia SuYue would take it for granted, but now after living in society for a few years, she 



knows, she knows, so she doesn't know what it's like psychologically. Think about your blind date in 

recent years. 

 

Really, it gives Jia SuYue the feeling that there is no one who is more calm! 

 

Shao Hua and Jia SuYue were eating hot pot. "Wang Yanan didn't come out. Now the tea vegetable 

hospital felt very busy. When I went to the hospital, I saw that all the registered in the hall had been 

lined up in the yard." 

 

"Yes, I'm very busy. I heard that the boss of desert country came here to see a doctor! Zhang Fan is busy 

working overtime these days." 

 

"Oh, when are you going to have children!" Jia SuYue called Shunliu while eating noodles. 

 

"Soon, soon! Tell me about you. How's your recent blind date?" 

 

In fact, people have classmates and friends when they were young. It seems that friends and classmates 

are very important, but after they reach the age of 25 or 26, they feel that students and friends are busy. 

Moreover, this age is also the most serious age for mutual comparison. 

 

…… 

 

Early in the morning, when Zhang Fan arrived at the office, Wang Hong took a tea cup and began to 

make tea for Zhang Fan. "Why didn't Lao Wang report for duty today." 

 

"President Wang came early this morning. He didn't come. He saw that you hadn't arrived yet. He went 

out again and said he was going to the government." 

 

"Oh!" Zhang Fan nodded without much worry. Don't you have to call? What a simple thing. 

 

In fact, this thing is really not simple. We should not only apply through diplomacy, but also make an 

appointment through the general office, but also notify the general manager in advance, and then let 

the general manager be prepared. 

 

This time, Lao Wang really fell in love with Zhang Fan. You say treatment. The most important thing 

about tea vegetarians is to operate on other people's children, and then almost all the rest of the 

treatment is made by NIMA's big men outside. It can be said that Zhang Fan's whoring is for nothing this 

time. 

 

But in this way, the boss of the desert country spoke, and the natural gas project can be discussed, but 

both sides should give 0.5% of the profit to the tea vegetable hospital. It's equivalent to making 1% 

more money for two barrels of oil, and then giving the money to the desert country, which will then be 

handed over to the tea vegetable hospital. 

 



The trade of tens of billions of dollars, of which 1% is still NIMA, which is not one-time, but every year. 

Darling, when Lao Wang learned the idea of the boss of the desert country, he only had one feeling. 

Blessed people don't have to be busy, and blessed people break their intestines! 

 

Directly equal to two barrels of tea and one stubble tax! 

 

He can't decide such a big thing. He can only report it. When the leader of the two barrels of oil learned 

about this, he directly retired the leader who was the representative in the desert country. The leader's 

face was full of tears. What's the matter. 

 

At noon, boss tea vegetable came to the hospital in person. He said he was going to have lunch with 

Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan suddenly felt bad. The boss was too friendly and polite. It was definitely not a 

good thing. 

 

"European Academy, do you want to default? Have you sent someone to the government to urge 

payment recently?" 

 

Zhang Fan finds Ouyang and asks in a low voice. 

 

Ouyang was asked inexplicably, "no, I haven't been busy lately. You go abroad and have a job at home. 

Ren Li can't help. Why does her superior allocate money for tea? I'll send someone now!" 

 

"Don't, don't, don't!" Zhang Fan took Ouyang on the sofa and told Ouyang about the tea vegetable boss 

coming to have lunch together. 

 

Ouyang turned his eyes and suddenly said, "no! It's estimated that the desert country has placed a big 

order for our hospital. He's here to play the autumn wind. If he's not here to play the autumn wind, he's 

here to urge him to pay dividends! He can't get rid of these two!" 

 

Because at the beginning, when the tea vegetable hospital cooperated with major instrument 

companies, there was no money and no land. 

 

Finally, we had to pull the tea vegetable government to buy shares with land. But in the past two years, 

the production equipment has been, and the benefits are also average. The government doesn't 

mention it either. 

 

Today, the boss of the government suddenly came so affectionately. Ouyang thought they came to pay 

dividends. To tell the truth, it was also a helpless move. Zhang Fan and Ouyang both had the idea of the 

government's money. 

 

If you don't pay back money between individuals, your original relatives and friends will become 

enemies. 

 

But the government and government units do not recognize accounts. To tell the truth, you often have 



no choice. 

 

Zhang Fan was right when he thought about it. "What about this?" 

 

To tell the truth, I finally saw the money back. Zhang Fan really didn't want to pay dividends to the tea 

government. He was still hungry. 

 

"Why don't I go to the operating room first and say there's an operation today, so you won't admit it?" 

Chapter 1433 

 

 

Although the poor civil servants of the tea vegetable government are paid with loans, the level of others 

is enough. After the desert country and China reached an agreement, they were soon informed, 

although Zhang Fan and they were the parties and participants. 

 

Can you say that Ouyang despised Zhang Fan in those years? Are you high enough? Therefore, the 

specific situation of Zhang Fan is not clear. It is estimated that it will take another day or two to report 

down. The boss of the tea government can't sit still. 

 

"What do you mean by giving so much money to the tea vegetable hospital?" he can ask for part of the 

money to other tea vegetable units, and even dominate the control of the money. But the tea vegetable 

hospital can't. when the tea vegetable hospital was under the jurisdiction of the tea vegetable 

government, it was a thorn in the head. 

 

 

Even in the first half of the year, the tea vegetable hospital had a collection team sent to the 

government! Is NIMA a human? The lower level sent someone to the higher level to collect the 

accounts. It's still permanent. It's a shame to say it! Now people are not under the jurisdiction of the tea 

vegetable government. It is estimated that it is very difficult to separate a little from such a sum of 

money. 

 

 

Pretend you can't see it. Boss chasu also feels a loss in his heart. Can the chasu hospital spend such a 

large amount of money? 

 

 

The leader in charge of health of chasu now has a good relationship with Ouyang of chasu hospital, 

because he also sees that Ouyang can't return to the chasu government again. If he doesn't come, he 

will not be dangerous. Therefore, how awkward it was in the past and how smooth it is now. 



 

 

When the boss asks questions, he can't help answering, but he can't say everything honestly. If he says 

everything, the boss says, OK, you ask for money! 

 

Therefore, after considering and deliberating, he said, "we'd better lead the money. I think the leaders 

of the bird market are already on the way. If the leaders don't come forward, it's not serious. Once it's 

not serious, you know their character, Zhang Yuan and European yuan. 

 

 

The Lord who can squeeze oil from stones, we'll go there. It's estimated that we'll have to quarrel with 

Chen sesame and rotten millet. This is a problem left over by history. It's not over for three days and 

nights. Recently, the tea vegetable hospital doesn't come to urge the account. 

 

Although they have a lot of money now, they will turn around and ask for it one day. " 

 

 

When boss Cha Su heard this, he thought about the faces of Zhang Fan and Ouyang. His teeth hurt. 

These two subordinates are too special to beat or touch. So often, they are about invisible to each other. 

 

But this time, he really can't afford it. With an income of more than a billion a year, he has just started 

mining. Once the mining is mature, the tea vegetable hospital is a golden doll. Lying still, he can eat in a 

year. 

 

 

So, this time, the tea vegetable boss grinds his teeth and wants to say a stone. 

 

Tea vegetable hospital, Zhang Fan's office. 

 

Zhang Fan, Ouyang and Lao Chen closed the door and poured water without letting Wang Hong in. 

Wang Hong thought that Zhang Fan was annoyed that she stopped the doctors from entering the 

conference room last time and wanted to operate on her, so she was very nervous. 

 

Although I used to be a doctor and my husband is also a small leader, where is the current scenery. In 

this position, not to mention anything else, the leaders and bosses of major tea vegetable enterprises 

should call director Wang in advance if they want to see Zhang Fan. 

 

The family's status has improved a lot, especially the retired father-in-law at the department level, who 

told his husband to support his wife's work in front of himself. 

 

The more I think, the more I fear. The more I think, the more I watch the three big men close the door, 

as if they are discussing her. Bitter in your mouth! 

 



If you talk about clinical things, Zhang Fan has to find Ren Li, Li Cunhou and Zhao Yanfang, but if you talk 

about non clinical things, you have to talk to Ouyang and Lao Chen. 

 

"Now the land of our hospital and several affiliated hospitals is still in the hands of the tea vegetable 

government. When I was upgraded, it was also my fault. I always felt that these land were worthless, 

useless and cumbersome in the future. I didn't mention it to you. 

 

Now, we hold the government's equity in our hands, but the government holds our land in our hands. 

Especially attachment 1 and attachment 2, the equipment has gone in. Director Zhao of general foreign 

affairs has also taken a fancy to attachment 1, and many non serious patients have been slowly shunted 

to attachment 1. " 

 

After Lao Chen sat on the sofa and made tea for Zhang Fan and Ouyang, he began to criticize himself. 

Ouyang agreed not to admit it, but he couldn't be careful, so three people closed the door for 

discussion. 

 

"It's not your fault. I'm also negligent! At present, I really don't want to pay dividends. Where can I go? I 

just took the opportunity to buy several instruments. Now I don't grasp the opportunity to develop, I 

just think about the branch gift. Is that ok?" 

 

Zhang Fan spoke. Now I remember that NIMA really has no regret medicine in the world. At the 

beginning, the tea vegetable government wanted to give the mess to the tea vegetable hospital. Zhang 

Fan felt that the land could not run away. The hospital was there. Why should I pay for you. 

 

The government insisted that Zhang Fan buy the land and assets of the two hospitals. But the hospital is 

a pile of junk. Zhang Fan just doesn't pay, which has become a problem left over by history. 

 

It's immortal. The tea vegetable hospital is developing too fast. There's no place now. Zhang Fan and 

Ouyang built a quadrangle in our hospital. The four buildings of women and children inside and outside 

are almost face-to-face kissing. 

 

There are also the inspection building, the administrative building, the inpatient department, the 

science and education center, the experimental building, and, to tell the truth, the doctors' dormitory 

buildings let Ouyang clean up the doctors and nurses and turn them into interns' dormitories. The 

bachelors in our hospital are given subsidies to find their own house outside. 

 

So, in the past, they didn't want it at all. At the beginning, the maximum was one million. Zhang Fan 

estimated that the tea government would give him the land deeds of the two hospitals without 

stumbling at all. Now, NIMA Zhang Fan regretted that her chest hurts. 

 

"Why don't we use the previous debt to cover the account! Directly offset the government's equity!" 

Ouyang's eyes were cold. If Zhang Fan spent his sweat on building here, then this is the old lady's hard 

work and children. For the sake of the children, even if she has the cheek to do it. 

 



"What about the affiliated hospital?" Zhang Fan asked. He didn't think about it, but it's not impossible to 

do so. Don't want special treatment when you can. 

 

Zhang Fan has to weigh. Really, NIMA is too difficult. 

 

"The affiliated hospital can't be closed!" 

 

Ouyang is a little unreasonable. 

 

"Think again, think again!" the trio really can't help it. These are the three poor people. When they were 

a little rich, they wanted to be wordy, and now they feel bad. 

 

In fact, this is the limitation of people. A director of the medical department who has broken the 

hospital for half his life probably didn't expect that the hospital could develop to this point today. He 

didn't expect to be upgraded to a department level unit. 

 

The other, from admission, the hospital has only three or four soil embryo rooms. In those days, I really 

worked as a doctor while working as a bricklayer in a hospital. Otherwise, when the tea vegetable 

hospital built the building, why did Ouyang wear a helmet and go around to command? There is a plot. 

 

As for Zhang Fan, there are not many good ones. He said he saw the world. What world has he seen! 

Really, sometimes it's sad to think about it. 

 

At noon, although there was no single room in the staff canteen of the tea vegetable hospital, there was 

a corner blocked by a wooden fence in the corner. The wooden screens were old and didn't come from 

anywhere. It turned out to be a picture of a tiger descending the mountain. 

 

"Ouch, the taste is authentic!" boss Cha Su brought someone to have lunch with Zhang Fan. The leader 

asked to eat in the canteen of Cha Su hospital. 

 

Zhang Fan is also happy to spend less. He can't do it. He eats in the canteen and asks the five-star hotel 

to send Western food. 

 

Because it's a working meal and there's no wine, anyway, I don't know if it's the tea vegetable boss. He 

hasn't really eaten delicious food, but he still deliberately eased the atmosphere. Anyway, when he 

served a dish, people would praise it. Even the bag should say something authentic. 

 

The more Zhang Fan listened, the more nervous he was. He asked for a lot! At any rate, a big man 

guarding the frontier runs to your broken canteen to boast about your good work. How boring it is! 

 

Boss Cha Su is also quite a thief. When he comes, he asks someone to stand in front and guard Zhang 

Fan, Ouyang and Ren Li to ensure that there will be no escape. 

 

"However, the environment here is still poor. Doctors are a hard industry. Our doctors are talents and 



babies. We should make a good transformation here. Go down and talk to the leaders of the 

infrastructure department. At least we can't just eat bags, steak and coffee. We still have to change our 

taste. 

 

When doctors and nurses eat well, people's health can be ensured, can't they? "The boss was not 

worried and talked seriously to the secretary. 

 

The Secretary kept a serious record. 

 

Zhang Fan is not a hairy boy now. Don't you just argue? I'm not in a hurry. 

 

"The leader is the leader. We can find our shortcomings from the details. I said why there are fewer 

doctors and nurses coming to the canteen recently. I criticized several canteen owners a few days ago. 

The leader found the problem as soon as he came! There is no need to bother the infrastructure 

department. We should rectify ourselves internally. 

 

After the rectification is completed, the leaders will be invited to inspect. " 

 

"Look, look, look, this is the person who works as an officer. He has responsibility, courage and can 

accept other people's suggestions. If our cadres are people like Zhang Yuan, will our society still fail to 

develop?" 

 

"Yes, yes, we all have to learn from the tea vegetable hospital and Zhang hospital. Looking at the high-

rise buildings of the tea vegetable hospital, I'm ashamed. There are still many doctors on the grassland, 

who can only ride a horse and carry a medicine box in the wind and rain. 

 

After I go back this time, I must go out and find the fate of major enterprises to improve the conditions 

of doctors in villages and towns. " 

 

The leader in charge of health began to talk. First exaggerate fan and Ouyang, and then you all want to 

eat steak. Others can't even drink hot water. That's what I mean. Hang Zhang Fan up. 

 

Zhang fan can't answer this. He is the chief officer. He can't say something! 

 

You have a conversation. Am I alone? 

 

Ouyang said: "the country is also, why not increase subsidies? We used to build a surgical building, ask 

grandpa to sue grandma, and finally..." 

 

"Because you have treated the leaders of the desert country, you will have 1% of your income for every 

cubic meter of natural gas from the desert country!" the boss of tea finally couldn't help it. In the past, 

he thought Ouyang was well-known and Zhang Fan was a raw melon and egg. Unexpectedly, he was 

wrong. 

 



Zhang Fan is so cheeky now. He can't help it. Maybe the people in the bird market will come in the 

afternoon. If he grinds his teeth like this, it won't work for a year. 

 

Therefore, he directly told Zhang Fan the news reported above. 

 

Zhang Fan, Ouyang and Lao Chen were stunned when they heard this! 

 

This NIMA, there should be such a good thing. 

 

This is the information difference! 

 

And then, good news came one after another. 

Chapter 1434 

 

 

When he came out of the desert country, Zhang Fan still felt that the country was poor, and he didn't 

have the courage to be the boss, even the dean of quark in those years. At least people who are the 

Dean say they buy CT, which is not vague at all. 

 

The boss of desert country bought one symbolically. Zhang Fan felt that this guy bought it just to repay 

himself for saving his son. At that time, it took more than half a day to buy a set. Zhang Fan was also sad. 

 

But today, when Zhang Fan and boss tea vegetable were grinding their teeth, Lao Wang, who had two 

barrels of oil, killed him directly. When he saw Zhang Fan, he couldn't see his smiling eyes. 

 

"Yes, yes, the natural gas from the desert country has settled in our company!" Lao Wang was ordered 

to complete it successfully. 

 

 

Zhang Fan tilted his mouth and didn't answer. He knows the character of two barrels of oil too well. Let 

alone himself. Even if the tea vegetable boss or the bird market boss comes, he may not be able to take 

advantage of anything. Although he is a company, this company 

 

 

Boss Cha Su, look at Lao Wang coming from afar. He knew this guy. After going out from tea vegetable, 

he was promoted to the capital. Unexpectedly, tea vegetable came again this time. 

 

 

Looking at Zhang Fan's indifferent face, Lao Wang said in surprise after greeting you: "the first batch of 

funds do not need to call the desert country, but directly call the tea vegetable hospital, so that the tea 



vegetable hospital can be responsible for purchasing all hospital upgrading equipment in the desert 

country." 

 

Gollum! 

 

Zhang Fan swallowed a mouthful of water! 

 

Before he was surprised, the leader in charge of contacting Zhang Fan in desert country also came. With 

a smile on his face, Zhang Fan was determined through translation. At the beginning, the boss of desert 

country was not kidding. He really wanted to upgrade the medical equipment in desert country. 

 

The template is as like as two peas hospitals. The capital of the desert country has three hospitals that 

are identical to that of theophylline hospital. The rest can be upgraded according to Zhang's original 

recommendations. 

 

 

"Dean Zhang, doctors in our country are ready. Please prepare for training, please!" 

 

Boss Cha Su is stupid! 

 

Then he suddenly looked at Zhang Fan. The tenderness of his eyes could make Zhang Fan shiver. 

 

Not to mention upgrading a country's medical equipment, because this is relatively general. Just 

mention the medical allocation of frontier provinces, which is about 300 million yuan a year. A grade is 

assigned to a class III hospital and a grade below class III. 

 

 

In fact, it's about the same as flooding. Only 0.3 of the expenditure of the First Affiliated Hospital comes 

from government funding, and the rest can be said to be self raised. This includes employee wages, 

equipment renewal and pension housing. 

 

Here we have to say that the upgrading of tea vegetable hospital is almost completed by self financing. 

Not to mention the others, the provincial allocation may not be enough for the top CT and MRI in the 

hospital. 

 

 

Therefore, if we upgrade the template according to the tea vegetable hospital, not to mention three, 

just one, the fund will be huge! 

 

When Zhang Fan didn't react in his mind, the tea vegetable government also received a notice, and the 

bird market leaders came! 



 

 

In the conference room, government leaders, regional leaders, hospital leaders and Lao Wang with two 

barrels of oil gathered together. 

 

"We should make unified deployment. Although many manufacturing industries in our Frontier Province 

are relatively backward, can we also participate in it! Developing our hometown and local economy is 

not only the task of our leadership, but also the task of all frontier people!" 

 

Bird city leaders did not rush to the tea vegetable hospital this time, and they paid dividends from two 

barrels of oil every year. He came for this big list of upgraded equipment. 

 

Although many large-scale equipment can't help the bird market, small parts can. If this wind can bring 

down the half dead enterprises or enterprises, it's much better than asking for money. 

 

The tea vegetable leaders looked at each other and they felt that the pattern was small! 

 

Now let's look at Zhang Fan. 

 

Before Zhang Fan spoke, Ouyang spoke first: "leaders, without the strong support of the state and the 

care of leaders at all levels, tea vegetable hospital is nothing." 

 

When talking, Zhang Fan also had a clear mind. Yes, this is an opportunity! 

 

Leaders at all levels waved their hands modestly, especially the tea vegetable boss, which should be. 

 

After that, Ouyang began to say bad things. 

 

"At present, there are more than 50 tea element laboratories and more than 100 experimental project 

teams. At present, there are three national scientific research projects and more than 40 provincial 

experimental projects." 

 

With that, Ouyang paused and let the leaders absorb it a little. 

 

When Ouyang paused, the expressions on the faces of leaders at all levels were different. But most of 

them are an incredible expression. 

 

Is this still a hospital? The hospitals in NIMA's whole frontier are not as powerful as others. 

 

When everyone was almost surprised, Ouyang began her performance: "since last year, due to the 

upgrading of the hospital, the government funding has not increased, but decreased." Ouyang said and 

glanced at the tea vegetable boss. 

 

I don't care about you today. It's useless to owe money and want to run. 



 

Boss Cha Su really realized what is the saying "wait and see" at this time. 

 

"At present, all the expenses of various experiments in the hospital are self raised and self-developed by 

the hospital. We are a non-profit organization. So far, our funds can only support the project cost for 

three months. 

 

If there is no capital investment within three months, all scientific research projects will be suspended. 

Why does the hospital get the favor of desert country because of our scientific research and our 

independent research and development. 

 

Next, if two barrels of oil can be allocated as soon as possible, our project research will continue to 

maintain the current state. It is impossible to expand it. " 

 

Ouyang first arranged 1% of the income of two barrels of oil with one hammer. It's clear. You see what 

you do. If you want our scientific research to stop, you'll ask for money. 

 

"How can there be such a big expenditure? The investment of more than a billion a year can only 

continue the current state!" the boss of tea vegetable asked with a little surprise, but he didn't dare to 

ask deeply for fear of being pulled down by Ouyang. 

 

"First of all, our personnel are all external employees and hardly self-trained. Because we have no 

clinical college, this part is a considerable expenditure and equipment. Many equipment are not 

purchased in large quantities. 

 

It must be customized, and even the parts of the equipment must be customized in advance. " 

 

Although Ouyang's remarks are slightly exaggerated, they are also true. Of course, Ouyang doesn't 

approve of the exaggeration. 

 

"But at present, the hospital is not qualified to establish a school, a university, this is not overnight..." 

 

The boss of bird market has a headache. He hasn't asked for it yet. The tea vegetable hospital has talked 

about it. 

 

School, a university, he thinks it hurts. 

 

In the conference room, a quiet state was entered for a time. Several supervisors frowned together, and 

the non supervisors did not whisper. 

 

As we all know, this cake is delicious and difficult to digest. 

 

If you want to take advantage, you have to take responsibility. When you listen to the scale of tea 

vegetable hospital, to be honest, you can't take it. Are you a hospital? The medical appropriation of one 



province is not enough. Who dares to take it. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, can we take a long-term view on these projects?" after Ouyang's report, the bird market 

leaders did not ask Ouyang, but asked Zhang Fan softly. 

 

In fact, the equipment is not worth money at all. In fact, when the land is sold, these accounts are 

almost flat. Now we have to set up hundreds of millions, or even tens of millions, to fill the tea pit every 

year, and then in order to save a few broken units, it seems not very cost-effective. 

 

"We can be slow, but people don't want to wait. For example, it's impossible for several academicians to 

wait here for a few months. In addition, once we stop being surpassed by other pharmaceutical 

companies or countries, our previous efforts will be in vain." 

 

"Yes, and many pharmaceutical enterprises in the high-tech zone of catechin are built around these 

laboratories of catechin hospital. Once they stop, I estimate that these pharmaceutical enterprises will 

probably move away from catechin. After all, we are not a traditional high-tech area." 

 

Boss Cha Su also helped to speak. 

 

In his opinion, our contradictions are internal contradictions, and as for external contradictions, we are 

still together. 

 

When the bird market wanted to pick peaches, the tea vegetable government and the tea vegetable 

hospital became a group and resisted together. 

 

"Relying on the tea vegetable hospital and building a pilot, the Frontier Medical University can transfer 

some students who need tea vegetable to tea vegetable. You can solve the problem of teachers by 

yourself, and I will communicate with the superior leaders. You can solve the problem of funds and 

funds by yourself. 

 

I made a dirty remark that if your experiment is not done well, the students will be delayed again. I can't 

run away, but none of you here can run away before I am dismissed. " 

 

With that, the two levels of government designated a policy around the tea vegetable hospital with the 

fastest speed. 

 

Relying on the tea element hospital, the frontier high tech Experimental Zone was established, and the 

tea element medical pilot scientific research and teaching point was established! 

 

"Zhang Yuan, congratulations. After the pilot assessment is successful, a change will be made and an 

affiliated university will be established!" 

 

The tea vegetable leader hasn't given up. He's too poor. 

 



Zhang fanleng doesn't understand. 

 

Or don't want to understand. 

 

Anyway, I want money. I don't want to pay dividends. 

 

During the government's research, almost all those engaged in medical equipment focused on tea. It's 

quick to start. I've got on the flight to tea vegetable. 

 

Almost all the medical circles are asking about Zhang Fan. 

 

In recent years, the tea element hospital has not dealt with many domestic medical equipment 

manufacturers, because the tea element equipment is either donated by others or laboratory level 

products. 

 

Therefore, many pharmaceutical companies have also given up tea vegetable hospitals. 

 

But now, it's different. Although the desert country is relatively small, it's still a country. If it can be 

taken down, it's almost equivalent to acting as an agent for medical equipment in a large province of 

China. 

 

Not to mention anything else, a drug dealer who can take down the county hospital can drive a 

Mercedes Benz off-road vehicle. You say how much profit it would be if you were to act as an agent for 

all the medical equipment in a province. 

 

Therefore, all pharmaceutical enterprises in the north and south of the river are asking about Zhang Fan. 

 

Even some pharmaceutical companies in the South asked old acquaintances of the tea vegetable 

hospital. Lao Chang is rarely called a frontier man now, because everyone is familiar with it. As a result, 

the president of the hospital called him to the office. 

 

I often thought that the leaders of the hospital wanted him to be the director of the Department. He 

walked a lot lighter. But as soon as I entered the door, I heard someone ask: "director Chang, I heard 

you came from the frontier. Are you familiar with Zhang Fan, President of tea vegetable hospital? Can 

you introduce him?" 

 

Lao Chang's heart is like a knife. NIMA's hand is in her trouser pocket and her mobile phone is almost 

crushed! 

Chapter 1435 

 

 



The boss of desert country is also tough. I don't know whether it's the feeling after getting sick or 

whether he thinks the medical level of tea vegetable is OK. People don't plan to take back the first 

payment of two barrels of oil. They just let Zhang Fan purchase it. 

 

With tens of billions of large purchases, Zhang Fan didn't dare to turn on the phone for a while. Shaohua 

ran to the rural farm with old man Lu and teacher's wife Zhang Fan all night. Fortunately, the farm has 

food and drink, otherwise Shaohua and old man Lu don't know where to go. 

 

Because the tea vegetable hospital has been in chaos, equipment manufacturing enterprises in all 

provinces across the country and the bosses of major enterprises in China came to tea vegetable at the 

first time. 

 

 

There are also medical agents at all levels, wearing silk stockings and big boots. For a while, in the tea 

vegetable City, Baigujing suddenly filled the street. 

 

 

Not to mention the tea vegetable hospital, there is no place to stand in the administrative building. In 

the administrative building, ordinary agents are waiting for the opportunity. Maybe they can seize Zhang 

Fan! 

 

 

But those who are serious and have a way now have cops flying all over the sky. Zhang Fan even has a 

boss level cops in his hand. 

 

"Seize this opportunity to hold a tea Fair and take out all the famous products here, such as milk tea, 

pollen and Nang cake. Anyway, those who are a little famous and pass the quality standard are taken 

out. Hurry to inform the enterprises and let them do a good job in reception. The tea vegetable hospital 

is already busy!" 

 

 

The boss of tea vegetable is not given in vain. Taking this opportunity, first let the government civil 

servants of tea vegetable directly enter the tea vegetable hospital to act as reception staff. Then arrange 

these people in the five-star hotel opposite the tea vegetable hospital. 

 

 

Then, the exhibition on selling tea was opened at the venue of the hotel. Moreover, in order to prevent 

Zhang Fan from being disturbed, Zhang Fan's office was directly arranged in a small guest house in the 

backyard of the tea vegetable government. 

 

No one can enter this place without a pass, because many leaders are not tea vegetarians. They usually 

work in the front building and rest here after work. 



 

 

Now I have directly got a suite for Zhang Fan and arranged several logistics service personnel. At the 

beginning, Zhang Fan felt that NIMA was finally in power. 

 

But when cops were flying all over the world and the phones were dead, he realized that NIMA was 

crazy. 

 

 

He can't show up now. He feels like an underground worker. He not only has to hide, but also has to do 

his work well. Because there are too many energetic people here. 

 

"Set a threshold first, and then communicate with those who cross the line, but give up the line 

directly." Zhang Fan arranges screening for Wang Hong while arranging training for these days. 

 

The movement on the side of the desert country is also very fast. More than 100 doctors have come to 

tea. This scale, one-time training of medical personnel from the same country, is also the first time. That 

is now, if it had been a few years earlier, it would have to go to Yang Ma! 

 

It's not over yet. The boss of desert country was discharged from the hospital. According to the routine, 

he could go after arranging the drug treatment and Diet Doctor's orders during the discharge period. 

 

But before they leave, they have to meet Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan had to go to the airport to see him off in 

person. 

 

"President Zhang, thank you. You not only treated my child, but also alleviated the fever that tortured 

me for more than 30 years. You are the messenger sent by Hu Da! You are a spring in the desert!" 

 

Zhang fanslightly accepted the praise of the boss of the desert country with embarrassment. How to say, 

their praise is a little similar to the long tune of grazing on the grassland here in China. They can't run 

around animals and plants! It's good not to praise Zhang Fan as a double hump. 

 

"When you go back, you must take the medicine according to the doctor's advice. There are some things 

that the doctor's advice does not allow. You should control them as much as possible. Originally, you 

should arrange an accompanying doctor, but at present, your disease is only symptomatic and has no 

cause. 

 

Therefore, you still need to continue to look for the cause, and you should pay attention to it yourself. 

What you should pay attention to has also been explained to your secretary. I hope you will have better 

development when you come to tea vegetable next week and have a good trip! " 

 

The boss of the desert country got on the plane slowly, and the entourage got on the plane one by one. 

The seeing off personnel of tea vegetable and Zhang Fan stood beside the airport. As a result, an 

entourage from a desert country carried a small leather box and gave it to Zhang Fan. 



 

"This is a gift from our boss!" 

 

Zhang Fan looks embarrassed. Zhang Fan has no psychological burden to accept such a gift from a local 

tyrant, but can NIMA give it when no one is around? With so many leaders, you give me a box. 

 

Do you want me to answer it or not! 

 

"The plane is about to take off. It's people's intention. Take it, Zhang Yuan. After all, people are also the 

boss of a country. You can report it at that time. It's not a violation of discipline!" 

 

"OK!" Zhang fanlue said slightly embarrassed. 

 

In fact, in China, you don't jump, and people don't pay much attention to you. If you think you're a 

character and jump too hard, don't blame people for taking you seriously. 

 

Back to the government, Zhang Fan went directly to the organization office. 

 

"Sit down, it's just a form. Register. If it's not expensive, you'll stay as a souvenir. Don't take it to heart. 

It's also to protect you. 

 

But it's the first time that the leader of a country has given a gift to our comrades. It's still Zhang Yuan, 

you cow! " 

 

Zhang Fan smiled and didn't talk much, then put the box on the table. Then the staff wore gloves and 

slowly opened the box. 

 

At the moment of opening, zhennima had a feeling of blinding people, gem! Ruby and sapphire. If NIMA 

hadn't been sent by the leader of a country, Zhang Fan absolutely thought it was a pile of glass. 

 

This time, everyone was dumbfounded. 

 

What about this? Zhang Fan has a feeling of what NIMA calls in his heart. 

 

"OK, I'll go first. You can do it." 

 

Zhang Fan ignored the other party's obstruction and left directly. It's inappropriate for Zhang Fan to say 

anything about this. Let's do it. Give it if you like, and there's no way to give it to Zhang Fan. 

 

The tea element high tech Zone is now alive. The enterprises previously established around the tea 

element hospital are now full of orders. 

 

The tea vegetable government couldn't close its mouth with laughter. In those days, the land was barren 

and wanted to be grazed. Now we finally see the money back. 



 

It is not only pollution, but also a high-tech industry. Really, this is the result! 

 

The training and teaching in the hospital has now been on the right track. 

 

After two weeks of training, the doctors in the first phase gained a lot. After the diffusion of their 

information, they exacerbated the desire of Northwest doctors to come to tea vegetable hospital for 

training. 

 

The weather is getting colder and colder, the cold air rushing down from the Arctic Ocean, and tea here 

is the last place of the Atlantic warm current. 

 

As soon as October came, the hot autumn tiger was finally tamed, and the snow line of Tianshan 

Mountain was dressed in a hat from the top, slowly like wearing a snow-white dress. 

 

Tea element has completely become a snow fairy tale world. This scenery is suitable for sitting in the 

house with heating and eating frozen pears. 

 

Tea vegetable hospital has also entered the busiest season of the year. Jumabek has all the doctors of 

respiratory medicine on standby. 

 

"The flu is coming! Zhang hospital still needs to add beds. The respiratory department is full. There are 

extra beds in the aisle. The ICU beds in the respiratory department need to be numbered now." 

 

"Is the bedside ventilator enough?" Zhang Fan is on the other end of the phone. 

 

"Now a bed and a ventilator are a little understaffed!" 

 

"OK, I know. You should worry more these days. I'll arrange it now." 

 

After hanging up, Zhang Fan called the head nurse of the nursing department. The former head nurse of 

the operating room is now the middle-level leader of the hospital. He has his own separate office and 

doesn't have to work at night. 

 

"Head nurse, how many nurses are there in hand now?" Zhang Fan still calls her head nurse. These are 

people who have passed through life and death together, and they are also the people promoted by 

Zhang Fan. 

 

There was a TV. In the lurking, the stationmaster said to Lao Yu, "you are my man!" 

 

Zhang Fan doesn't understand. Now he really understands this sentence. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, now there are more than 30 certified nurses in transfer. They can take up their posts. They 

have passed the basic training and the weekly exam. If they fail, I will dismiss them all." 



 

"OK, now arrange the handover, let these nurses replace the old nurses and let the old nurses enter the 

respiratory department! The respiratory department can't open the bolt." 

 

"I see. Don't worry, Zhang Yuan. I'll personally lead the team into the respiratory department. Don't 

worry, the nursing department will never drop the chain for you!" 

 

"OK!" Zhang Fan didn't say much. If the former head nurse would first find you difficulties, then say how 

much credit he has, and finally talk about conditions. 

 

Now, there is no need to talk. The director of the nursing department leads the team into the 

respiratory department. 

 

Hung up and called Lao Gao directly. 

 

Now Lao Gao is mainly responsible for the training of doctors in the hospital. 

 

Especially for those who have signed a contract with the hospital, Lao Gao is responsible for the pre job 

training and rotation training of all doctors. 

 

"Director! I'm Zhang Fan!" Zhang Fan said when he inquired about the phone because it was a landline. 

 

"Zhang Yuan!" 

 

Lao Gao was completely abandoned by Ouyang. Ouyang in orthopedic clinic was dead and didn't let Lao 

Gao interfere. However, Lao Gao is doing quite well in training. 

 

Every doctor who enters the hospital is old and tall. The old man's eyes are poisonous. The doctor 

doesn't know what department this doctor is suitable for, but Lao Gao can feel it. 

 

It is estimated that this is what Ouyang was most worried about. 

 

"How many transferred physicians are there now." 

 

"13 are transferred from internal medicine, and now they are all transferred from surgery." Lao Gao 

doesn't need to read the work log and opens his mouth directly. 

 

"OK, first suspend their surgical transfer and directly enter the respiratory department. Lao Ju asked for 

help. You know, Lao Ju's character, he won't open his mouth and ask for help less than three-thirds." 

 

"OK, I'll inform you now." 

 

After hanging up, Zhang Fan couldn't sit still. Every year in late autumn and early winter, the hospital 

directly raises the red alarm. At this time of year, a group of people who do not die will not stop. 



 

Not only the respiratory department, but also pediatrics. Are key departments to be supported. 

Chapter 1436 

 

 

The tea vegetable hospital suspended all the holidays, and even the doctors and nurses with big 

stomachs entered the Department to do what they could. 

 

When the winter flu broke out, all the work of the hospital was biased towards clinical treatment, and 

the laboratories were vacant for the first time, especially the internal medicine laboratories, which could 

be suspended and all went to clinical. 

 

After all, although the tea vegetable hospital now has the brand of integrating medical research and 

teaching, medical treatment still takes the lead. Even the medical treatment in the tea vegetable area 

depends on the tea vegetable hospital. If the tea vegetable hospital can't stand it, the tea vegetable area 

will be occupied. 

 

 

There are advantages but also disadvantages for a hospital to dominate in a region. Now the 

disadvantages have appeared. Influenza patients can't be treated in other hospitals, or they can't be 

treated. Can only rely on the tea vegetable hospital. 

 

 

Many people don't understand. In fact, there is a difference between cold and flu. 

 

 

According to the ratio of the hospital, the usual treatment is actually enough, but as soon as the 

outbreak broke out, there were not enough people. 

 

If other diseases break out, it will not be so serious. What about the flu? It has been fighting with 

humans for many years. It can be said that this guy knows the depth of human beings. 

 

 

Moreover, even at present, there are almost no specific drugs for influenza. Even a vaccine is to prevent 

the flu every year. 

 

 

To put it bluntly, the flu is a family. Xiao Ming has been here all year round, but sometimes his sister-in-

law, his big cousin and brother-in-law, can't stand Xiao Ming. She will also come to try human softness 



and hardness. Therefore, I'm going to entertain Xiao Ming's injection. At this time, I can't keep Xiao 

Ming's distant sister-in-law. 

 

And this time, my sister-in-law not only came alone, but also visited the tea vegetable area with her 

boyfriend, mumps. 

 

 

The clattering crowd, like mountains and flowing water, gathered tea from all directions. Even Lao 

Wang's face with two barrels of oil was swollen like steamed bread. These days, he is the most popular 

person of tea vegetable except Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang Fan is looking for pharmaceutical manufacturers and agents, while Lao Wang is looking for some 

engineering companies. 

 

 

Of course, Lao Wang hasn't entered the small guest house in the government's backyard yet, so he sees 

many people. He doesn't know that the expert has been infected. Lao Wang is still shaking with his big 

quilt, just like a fat chicken with a febrile disease. 

 

After two days of resistance, he hurried to the tea vegetable hospital and was directly admitted to the 

infection department. 

 

Every third class hospital has a department like a urine jar, the infection department. Yang Panpan, 

director of the infection department, sounds like a little girl. In fact, people's children are getting 

married. A skinny little woman, not tall, with yellow hair, looks like a hybrid. 

 

Short little woman with deep eyes like refugee children in Africa. With a group of tall and big young 

doctors, there is a feeling that King Jiji is big with a group of bears. 

 

At ordinary times, there are only four fixed doctors in this department. Including the directors, they 

have to work night shifts, which is good. Since 2003, the status of the Department has been significantly 

improved. 

 

However, at present, it is still below the average. For example, Zhang Fan, almost all departments in the 

hospital have been transferred by Ouyang, but Ouyang Leng didn't let Zhang Fan go to the infection 

department. 

 

Moreover, in the past, whoever had poor scores in the practice examination went to the infection 

department, which is commonly known as the agreement. 

 

To belittle the big, a hospital like this, the infection department in China is not much better. 

 

This department is not easy to achieve results, but also dangerous. For example, in the SARS in 2003, the 



doctors at the beginning were almost crazy, especially some private hospitals, which closed directly. 

 

The patient goes to see a doctor, and everyone's door is not open. 

 

The simplest, antiviral drugs, there are three effective antiviral drugs. The first is spectrum antiviral, 

ribavirin and interferon. Second, anti RNA drugs are drugs that are popular with influenza one year and 

can not even be bought by people without social status. Tamiflu. Third, anti DNA drugs, acyclovir, etc. 

 

To tell you the truth, the second of these three drugs is effective in the face of influenza, and the others 

are not. There is no medicine available. I can only use the double-edged sword. 

 

When Tamiflu was popular, another Chinese drug also became famous in the first World War, even the 

flower cleared the plague. At that time, the clinical pharmaceutical test of this drug was not done well. It 

was really effective. Later, people completed the clinical drug test. 

 

This is also the only Chinese antiviral drug with clear data. Otherwise, you see a lot of drugs. In terms of 

taboos, it is either vacant or unclear. It seems to be fooling people. In fact, it is fooling people! 

 

Because many drugs are unable to do clinical trials, and some drugs dare not do clinical trials. Because 

they know in their heart that this thing can be used as a placebo like sugar and salt water. 

 

There are even drugs written with the name of Chinese medicine. It is a hodgepodge. For example, what 

mother treasure and other drugs have been given to children in recent years, from cooling to cough 

relief, from cough relief to anti-inflammatory, it feels like a set meal can clear the whole child. 

 

As a result, after the child drank it, he had a cold and kidney failure! 

 

"Zhang Yuan, what should we do now?" the director of the tea vegetable regional prevention center 

personally found Zhang Fan. 

 

This position, to tell you the truth, is relatively moist. First of all, it is not clinically tired. In addition, the 

state will allocate funds regardless of the weather. As long as there is no epidemic, people's life is still 

very moist. Organize personnel to give children preventive injections and sugar pills on time, and 

everything is over. 

 

But if there is a serious epidemic, once they do not control it in time, the location will explode like a 

mine. 

 

"First organize personnel, symptomatic treatment, and do more publicity. If you should wear a mask, 

wear a mask, and ventilate when you should ventilate." 

 

Zhang fan can't stay in the small guest house. 

 

In the hospital, an isolated medical department has been cleared out of the internal medicine building. 



 

Director Yang Panpan frowned, "what medicine do you take at home?" 

 

"The clinic doctor gave cefoperazone sodium and Sulbactam Sodium for a week! It didn't work, so I 

came to the hospital." 

 

Yang Panpan was so angry that he scolded the patients and clinic doctors that they couldn't hear him. 

 

Antibiotics of this level are not prescribed by the attending doctors of the tea element hospital. Only 

doctors at the director level have the right to give medical orders. 

 

To tell you the truth, China's management of antibiotics is really bad. Because antibiotics are the same 

as product upgrading. Once the first level drugs are ineffective, only the second level drugs can be used. 

 

In particular, some doctors do not regulate the use of drugs. If they eat for two days or for a long time, 

the bacteria also change by leaps and bounds. Then they take the patient to the third class hospital, and 

the doctors in the third class hospital have no medicine to treat. 

 

Some people have a fever and cough. Let alone others, they drink oral antibiotics first. In fact, this is 

wrong, because 90% of colds are caused by viruses. Is it useful for you to drink antibiotics? 

 

Not only useless, but also harmful. 

 

Not to mention the wind, hot wind, cold and cold. After you catch a cold, drink some Lianhua Qingwen. I 

don't know how many are more wise than you can cefaclor. 

 

When Zhang Fan entered the hospital, not only the internal medicine but also the pediatrics were full. 

 

Looking at the little doll with two Huangpu rivers hanging under her nose, her face is as red as two red 

meat pancakes. 

 

Zhang Fan thinks it's wrong to go on like this. New ones keep entering, and those who enter in front 

can't get out of the hospital for a while and a half. 

 

Zhang Fan picked up the phone and called Lao Chen, "what are you busy with?" 

 

"Zhang Yuan, I coordinate the Department. There are not enough physicians. I'm going to let the 

surgeons come too." 

 

"OK, don't be busy. Arrange the TV station and let academician Jiang go to the TV station to do a child 

prevention program." 

 

"OK, I'll contact now." Lao Chen put down the phone and contacted. 

 



Then old man Jiang was taken to the TV station. The old man's experiment these days also stopped. 

Zhang fan arranged to go to the clinic, but he didn't dare to hang the academician's sign. Otherwise, it is 

estimated that parents can call the registered little girl for a number. 

 

The old man narrowed his eyes after he got on Zhang Fan's cool Luze. I've been tired these days. How 

many years has he been like this? He has to go to 200 outpatient numbers a day! The old man's hands 

trembled a little at the end of the day. 

 

He really didn't expect that zhennima, the disciple of old man Lu, had a good face and black hands and 

directly used them as big animals. 

 

"Academician, please have some snow lotus tea. The snow lotus was picked by people specially 

arranged by Zhang Yuan from the high-altitude areas of the pastoral area!" Lao Chen is the driver. Zhang 

Fan explained that these old men must use a good car when they go out. Don't drive out the broken 120 

of the hospital and pull others away. 

 

Old man Jiang waved his hand. After 60, he felt sleepless for the first time. He didn't know whether he 

should thank old man Lu's black apprentice. 

 

In the hospital, after arranging trivial things, Zhang Fan directly entered the ward with Wang Hong. 

 

In the ward, it's like entering a construction site. There was a loud cough, because the family members 

could not accompany them. Some patients coughed at a distance that curved like a prawn. Because of 

fever, it is a cooked prawn directly. 

 

After the first floor was turned, Zhang Fan felt a little relieved, because it was controllable. After 

symptomatic treatment, the condition of many patients was controllable. 

 

This disease is uncontrollable. After drugs enter the body, they have no curative effect. Once this 

happens, it will be isolated or closed down. 

 

The phone of boss tea vegetable also came, "Zhang Yuan, how's it going!" 

 

"Leader, at present, the patient's condition is controllable. As long as there is no virus mutation in the 

follow-up, it should be no problem." 

 

"Zhang hospital, we must implement it well. The life safety of hundreds of thousands of people in the 

tea vegetable area depends on you now. If necessary, please inform me at the first time. What else the 

hospital needs, the government will fully cooperate." 

 

Zhang Fan understood what this meant. 

 

"Thank you for your leadership. We will do our best. At present, the hospital doesn't need any support!" 

Chapter 1437 



 

 

There are some wonderful things in China, such as knowledge, all kinds of knowledge. Is it expensive? 

Not expensive, even pirated books can knock down the genuine ones. Unlike golden hair, knowledge is 

precious, which is reflected in books. 

 

But knowledge is not expensive. For the popularization of medical treatment, China probably wants to 

let everyone learn by themselves. Young people, like primary school students, rarely learn by 

themselves, but retired uncles and aunts are very keen. 

 

Medical treatment, although this self-study is a good thing, it is not good to learn to split. The regular 

ones didn't learn, and those who didn't seek medical treatment to study were more proficient. For 

example, disinfection, some old ladies heard of the flu and directly bought a lot of Xishan old vinegar. 

They were reluctant to eat and drink on weekdays. As a result, they were generous at this time. The 

vinegar smoked sour and astringent, and the family couldn't open their eyes. Even the pet dog has bouts 

of hiccups, like the next day after drinking a lot of wine. 

 

 

In fact, household disinfection is very simple. After the August 4th solution is diluted, wipe the furniture 

and soak the mop, which has reached the sterilization and bacteriostasis standard. 

 

 

And, for example, cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Except for special industries, such as power 

companies. Other people rarely know how to operate, such as Heimlich's first aid method for tracheal 

foreign body blockage. 

 

This still needs to be promoted by the government. 

 

Influenza brought mumps along with tea and vegetable meals, which directly increased the number of 

patients. The first thing that flu brings down is older and younger people, while mumps brings down 

young adults. 

 

Direct is like indiscriminate targeting. There are some basic diseases that are worse than death. 

 

 

In the ICU of respiratory medicine, almost all the beds are laid by patients with basic diseases, such as 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease patients who can't run away every year. In normal times, 

breathing is like a fish on the shore with their mouth open. 

 

 

Now pulmonary infection, pulmonary effusion, directly is bursts of respiratory distress. Approaching the 



patient's side, his throat was full of, and his throat blocked by sputum seemed to be boiling inside. 

 

Most patients with COPD have smoking history. 

 

There is also a history of tuberculosis patients, when good health, a good person, in the case of 

influenza, once the move, the body is weak, fall out of bed can not climb up. 

 

Zhang Fan took people into the ICU of the respiratory department. Lao Ju stood in the center of the 

ward, holding a headset and microphone, like a concert. "Nine beds cut the trachea and suck sputum 

once every two hours. Remember that the throat has edema, and the action of sucking sputum is 

lighter. You are old nurses. Don't stimulate the patient's throat any more." 

 

 

When sucking sputum, the scene was extremely cruel. A plastic tube thicker than drinking milk tea. This 

milk tea is still the kind of pearl milk tea with large particles. 

 

The thick plastic tube, one end followed by the suction device, and the other end was in the nurse's 

hand. Then open the patient's mouth and insert it directly and deeply into the patient's airway. 

 

 

The airway, usually sucking in a little water, can choke people alive and dead. Now after such a thick 

pipe is directly inserted, the patient is like a robot turning on the power supply. First, his face is red, and 

the green tendons on his forehead and temples are exposed. 

 

Then there are the hands that are controlled and unable to move, desperately grasping the sheets and 

quilt covers, just like being forced to pick up soap. 

 

 

When sucking sputum, it doesn't come out before inserting it, because the trachea is a circular channel, 

and all the sputum that can't be discharged sticks to the four walls of the trachea. So after the nurse 

inserted it, she had to stir the suction device. 

 

Originally, I held my breath to the extreme, and then mixed with airway spasm. Really, this feeling, this 

sense of suffocation, is really beyond the imagination of ordinary people. In this operation, there are a 

lot of excrement and urine. 

 

After sucking the sputum and pulling out the suction device, the patient seemed to be dead again. He 

lay motionless in bed and looked at the object in front with his eyes. In his heart, he said, "I TM don't 

smoke anymore!" 

 

Zhang Fan entered the ICU and did not disturb the command of Laoju. Laoju is the king here. After 

decades of immersion, he could blurt out various treatment schemes without thinking. Also, this guy can 

now be said to be invincible. 



 

For example, tuberculosis, he has not suffered from tuberculosis, but he has tuberculosis antibody in his 

body. For example, he has not had the flu, but he has antibodies to the flu virus in his body. 

 

Fortunately, many doctors can't get through the physical quality. They entered the respiratory and 

infection department. They didn't show anyone a disease first. They got sick first. 

 

Lao Ju didn't stop after seeing Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan looked around himself, then found a patient who 

cut the tube, put on his gloves and began to cut it. 

 

After helping all morning, Zhang Fan cut the trachea of six or seven patients. Lao Ju came over, "Zhang 

Yuan, I have to tell the urology department that there is mumps this time." 

 

Zhang Fan was stunned and immediately understood the meaning of Lao Ju. 

 

At ordinary times, the respiratory department and urology department are not connected. Almost the 

two departments have few opportunities to apply for consultation with each other. 

 

For example, the two departments of Gastroenterology and general surgery are like brothers and 

sisters. The doctors of the two departments often cooperate together. 

 

Intracardiac and cardiothoracic surgery are closely related. 

 

Zhang Fan hasn't explained yet. The urology department has been trained. Mumps seems to be 

particularly unfriendly to adult men. 

 

For example, after female mumps, in addition to having common symptoms, the lower abdomen is a 

little swollen. And children, minor children, mumps is to make the child's face swollen, and there won't 

be too much demand. 

 

But in the adult business, this guy is much more grumpy. Not only does it make the face of adult men 

swollen like stealing food, but it also makes the eggs inflamed if they are punched in the face by the old 

man. 

 

This inflammation is like toothache. As the old saying goes, toothache is not a disease. It hurts like hell. 

 

But the degree of inflammation and pain of eggs is definitely the rhythm that allows adult men to cry on 

their knees. 

 

In general, the severity of pain with channels is lower than that without channels. The simplest, for 

example, some people have a pimple on the tip of their nose, which is red and painful. The whole nose is 

numb. 

 

Then wait for a small pimple to collapse. Hey, it doesn't hurt. 



 

It's because of the swelling pressure that oppresses the nerves, especially the pain caused by this 

pressure. It really hurts. For example, patients with liver cancer often die of pain in the end, because the 

swelling of the liver oppresses the nerves, and the pain all over the stomach is like cutting with a knife. 

 

Finally, Du lengding was useless. 

 

And the pain of eggs is even more terrible. Many people, especially many middle-aged greasy men, 

don't believe in the old saying in other aspects, but they are definitely the most loyal fans of what to eat 

and what to make up. Every summer, bulls and rams tremble on the grassland. 

 

Because men in the city are going to eat small stomachs! 

 

Anyone who has eaten a small stomach knows that this thing is chewy and tastes better, but it's just a 

little more coquettish. 

 

The chewiness is not muscle, but a layer of fascia, white fascia, inside the belly. Although this thing is not 

hard, it is absolutely tough. Many people had a car accident and their pelvis was smashed, but the ball in 

their belly was safe and sound. 

 

First, the small ball's room is relatively large and has a large hiding space. There is also this fascia, which 

acts as a layer of hard armor. 

 

But once this thing is infected, it's an accomplice. 

 

Inflammation begins to swell, and inflammatory cells secrete a large amount of fluid, but they can't 

break the fascia. 

 

As a result, men move forward with horse steps. 

 

In the urology department, several transferred young doctors lay curiously at the door to see the 

superior doctor examine the patients. 

 

The patient lay on the examination table with his legs split. 

 

"Ouch! Ouch!" it hurts not only below, but also in the mouth, swollen up and down! "I was with an old 

woman in our unit yesterday... I saw the Fu Yanjie box in the trash basket under her desk at that time. 

 

But at that time, the old couple went up and didn't hold back! They felt uncomfortable when they came 

home, and then there was something wrong with it. Doctor, I'm not AIDS. Oh, yo! 

 

This NIMA solved the case! The doctor didn't ask. What did this guy say? It's not that he's out of his 

mind, but that he's really in pain and is about to pee. 

 



After listening to the examination, the doctor tried to bear a smile. As a result, the hand grasping the 

small stomach shook. The man in direct pain began to call his mother! It turned out that the woman had 

mumps and infected the girl. 

 

"Is it aids? I don't know. I'll take a blood test later!" the doctor knows it's not AIDS, but he doesn't say it. 

There are many such things. 

 

The doctor didn't talk nonsense. He picked up his belly and began to check it. The patient's left mouth is 

swollen like a pear, while the right side of his small stomach is swollen. 

 

How to describe it? The wrinkles on the left side of the belly are still there, but the right side is swollen, 

red and shiny, just like the crop of a flamingo. The doctor can't take it with one hand, but can only hold 

it with both hands for examination. 

 

The swelling on one side is like a small ball played by a child. 

 

It's bright. The blood vessels inside are like a blue fish. 

 

"In this case, there is too much pus in it, and it is the end of the limb. The medication effect is very poor. 

First, drainage!" 

 

I don't need lidocaine anesthesia, because the skin of my stomach is broken at this time. 

 

The urologist explained to the transferred doctor while holding the scalpel and making a gentle stroke. 

 

Then the doctor quickly tilted his head and put his other hand over the incision. 

 

I heard it as if something had shot on the rubber gloves, stabbing la la! 

 

The Yellow gray pus is like the color of gray silk stockings worn by women in late summer and early 

autumn. 

 

After the first wave splashed out, the patient's pain was much better. At this time, he felt a trace of 

splitting pain and knife cutting pain. His brother was not counted in the face of compression pain. 

 

Before it was over, the doctor took a wet gauze, held a small ball in one hand and milked the swollen 

stomach with the other hand. 

 

Then the combined pain made the patient's legs and stomach twitch. 

Chapter 1438 

 

 



Surgical treatment is very simple, and most surgical diseases are very simple, that is, the relationship 

between 0 and 1. You don't have to hang up the number of director or expert at all. 

 

It's the same as the slit on the glass. You can see it if your eyes are a little better. But once the disease 

cannot be solved by the outpatient doctor, the patient must be psychologically prepared at this time. 

 

Once the outpatient doctor can't solve it, even if you don't hang up the expert number, people will pull 

the expert to show you. Of course, this is not to teach you to take advantage and spend less, but to 

make an analogy. 

 

For example, mumps is between meeting and not. If mumps affects the small stomach of male patients, 

the doctor should determine whether it affects the fertility of men. 

 

 

Even if men don't plan to have children, they have to clearly tell each other that you have a problem 

here. There is a high probability that they won't have children in the future. The doctor told the other 

party about this situation, not to let the patient be a father in the future, but the patient's right to know. 

 

 

In the outpatient department of Urology, today is the same as the rural new year. Before the Spring 

Festival in rural areas, seven or eight people press a pig. The pig roars very loud. Unlike the 

slaughterhouse, the pigs are turned over without response. 

 

 

After squeezing the belly, then disinfection and drainage. The infected wound can not be sutured in one 

stage, because the infection secretion inside is still continuing. If you tighten your pocket, you may blow 

it up like a balloon in a few days. 

 

 

And even if you don't sew, meat and meat stick together. Because of platelets, you can stick together in 

three days. 

 

So at this time, place a drainage strip. In fact, this thing is very simple. Novice doctors can put gauze. The 

patient looks at the young doctor carefully folding the gauze strip like a matchstick. It's comfortable to 

press it. 

 

 

The clinical guidelines are all gauze strips, but this thing can't work in actual combat. It shows that the 

leaders who wrote the guidelines have been a little divorced from the masses in recent years! Because 

when the gauze absorbs enough blood, it will directly stick to the meat up and down like the brothers. 

When changing the dressing, it will definitely make the patient feel like a cramp. 



 

 

The old doctor was rough and crazy. He took out a rubber glove, Kaka, and cut off the rubber band at 

the mouth of the glove three times. The rubber band grinned with open teeth, just like a dog. The 

patient felt that the doctor was perfunctory. 

 

Then he made a mess, stuffed it into his stomach and left. If they hadn't come for a review in a few days, 

the patients would have the intention to report, because they felt that tainima was perfunctory, and the 

five yuan registration fee was not worth it. 

 

 

In fact, this operation is good. When the infection is good in a few days, gently pull it. Everything is OK. 

The patient can't feel extreme pain. It's like being gently pulled by his girlfriend. Although it's a little 

painful, it's more exciting! 

 

If it is a general small stomach infection, this step is completed. The patient can take a rest and go home 

with his legs tilted and crabs. 

 

But not today, because mumps can lead to male reproductive dysfunction, so we need to have a 

chrysanthemum exploration. 

 

Many beauty salons, even barber shops, display the signboard of prostate health care. I don't know how 

they care, but Zhang Fan thinks that ordinary people won't accept it. 

 

Let alone health care, that is, serious prostate examination can make normal men have runny nose and 

tears. 

 

The place where you can touch the prostate is very special. If the male friend goes to health care one 

day and is given a prostate sword on the body surface, you can report her fraud, because NIMA can't 

touch it on the body surface and it's hidden deeply. 

 

How can we do it? First, the patient should be in position. The buttocks are tilted up, the soft cushion is 

padded on the abdomen, and the buttocks are tilted up as much as possible, just like the one eyed 

dragon looking at the moon. Especially when the fat buttocks of adult men are lifted up, they are white 

and greasy, which can really make normal male doctors feel guilty. 

 

Look at the dark chrysanthemum department. If a hairy, untrained doctor can't eat the elbow meat in 

today's canteen. But a few days, the men outside lined up in a long line. 

 

"Doctor, doctor, what are you doing?" the man who still ignored Fu Yanjie's box was really afraid at this 

time. 

 

Nima, he really understood how powerful the doctor's hand was. When he just squeezed it, he had a 

feeling of golden stars in front of his eyes. So when he was lying on his tiktok, his voice was quivering. 



 

If he hadn't worried about AIDS, maybe he could run away with the examination table. It hurts too 

much. It hurts like cramps and electricity. 

 

"I have to check whether the prostate is infected!" the doctor said expressionless, and then he kept 

smearing paraffin oil on his gloves. After a while, his hands were smooth. 

 

This feeling is like holding a pig's thigh and eating his hands. 

 

"Turn around and take a deep breath!" snapped, patted his ass, and then said in a serious tone. "Don't 

move, don't move, relax, relax!" 

 

Then the doctor's middle finger, showing a figure of 7, stuffed into the chrysanthemum department. 

How much is the depth? It's about four centimeters or five centimeters. 

 

Maybe it's not enough for your fingers to go in, but also a part of your fist posture. At the beginning, 

when the finger entered, because there was paraffin oil, only one middle finger was not thick, and even 

the stool without eating vegetables was not thick. 

 

The patient has no pressure at all and has a wonderful feeling. But when other finger joints are going to 

enter, this time begins. 

 

How to describe the feeling of burning pain? It's like someone has to take out your nostrils with thumb. 

If you can't get in, you have to rotate and stuff it in. 

 

The pain burst in an instant. The man shouted on his stomach and couldn't shout out. His mouth was 

long and the water flowed into the bed. He only heard the man yelling like killing a pig. "Eh! Eh!" 

 

In the past, medical care was not popular in China. In Zhang Fan's grandfather's generation, men were 

rarely hospitalized for prostate reasons. Not because the quality of men was good, but because medical 

treatment was not universal. 

 

Using a set of data, in the future, almost 90% of men will go to the hospital once in their life because of 

this disease, so it's still time to protect. Drink more water and hold less urine. Live a regular husband and 

wife life. Don't just carry a gun to the wall. Finally, don't sit too long. 

 

Zhang Fan came out of the ICU of the respiratory department. He didn't even have time to eat. He had 

to go to the urology department and pediatrics. 

 

He went to the urology department first, not because he was worried, but because he was worried. 

After a turn, he was ready to go to pediatrics to help. 

 

After entering the urology department, the old men with urine bags all over the corridor disappeared. 

Now they are all young men. One side of their faces is swollen like a pear. They listen to the cry of killing 



pigs in the disposal room. 

 

The constipation on these men's face is like being forced to explode, but they can't resist. 

 

Lao Li, director of urology department, was also sitting in the Department at this time. When he saw 

Zhang Fan, he got up and said hello. 

 

Lao Li is a serious person who is gripped by Ouyang. Maybe Lao Li is willing to be gripped. Anyway, 

Zhang Fan in the urology department is more at ease. There is Lao Li who is an old doctor, and the 

Department can't be in disorder. 

 

For example, Zhang Fan doesn't worry about antibiotic abuse and transitional treatment, because this 

industry is also done by people. Once someone comes, this thing will go deep. Now the treatment of tea 

vegetable hospital has gone up. 

 

But there are still people who don't like snake swallowing elephant. Therefore, Zhang Fan, the director 

of each department, is quite the key. He should not only lead doctors to be formal in academic 

technology, but also lead doctors not to be crooked in professional ethics. 

 

For example, the former director of the third Department of orthopedics in the third outpatient clinic 

now and then holds the instrument representative to the table. In those years, Zhang Fan saw two oval 

marks on this guy's table. 

 

That's why Zhang Fan and Ouyang fell to the ground after this guy became a director for a short time. 

Otherwise, if such a person has been a director for more than three years, the whole department will 

rot. It shouldn't be steel plate. He can steel you. 

 

He dares to change your hip if you shouldn't change it. Treating patients is like killing pigs. Therefore, 

after many patients see a doctor in the hospital, the first thing they think of is not to change the hospital 

for review, but how to let the doctor do a good job in the operation. 

 

Seeing that the doctor didn't accept red envelopes, I thought the doctor was a black Bao in a white coat. 

In fact, people don't like your red envelope. It's a lot to put a thousand in an envelope, but people get 

you a set of steel plates, which is much more than yours. 

 

Because it's a person, you should pay attention to it. It's like a true story. A professor, an old professor, 

published a book in his early years and worked as a consultant to enterprises. He is very good and has a 

lot of money. 

 

The professor's wife had lower extremity vascular embolism and went directly to the hospital. Then she 

looked for the local top card. The top card was also refreshing. If she didn't take off her clothes, she said, 

let's have six stents first! The support in those years, the support at the beginning, was called expensive. 

 

Card, 10000, card, 10000! This income people will want you a thousand red envelopes? 



 

Then the professor's grandson, once on a business trip to the capital, went to the capital's Hospital, took 

the image data of his grandmother's failure to make a stent, asked an expert, and the expert directly 

said that the stent was useless! 

 

Sure enough, the old lady's hair did not change after and before operation! 

 

Therefore, often many times, consult in many ways. Don't consult people who don't know shit, let alone 

seek medical treatment on the Internet. Go to large hospitals and run more hospitals. After all, the 

money doesn't come from the wind. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, there are many people infected with the reproductive system! Inflammation is easy to 

eliminate, but it will affect fertility with a high probability!" 

 

As soon as Zhang Fan heard it, the dark smile that originally listened to the same-sex howling 

disappeared. Ordinary people are like this. They definitely laugh when they watch the same-sex walk 

and fall, but they begin to have compassion when they watch someone break their leg. 

 

"Where's Zhao Yanfang?" Zhang Fan turned to ask Wang Hong. Zhang Fan has too many things in a day. 

He can't do without an assistant. 

 

Wang Hong immediately said, "in the outpatient department, the outpatient volume is huge today. 

Those who can be physicians have gone to the outpatient department!" 

 

"Call her to the urology department. There are many outpatients, but not many outpatients. There is a 

lot less of her. This is her position!" 

 

"OK!" 

 

In the past, in this case, the tea vegetable hospital had no way at all. After symptomatic anti-

inflammatory treatment, wait for the patient to leave the hospital, and then recommend the patient to 

go to the superior hospital for further diagnosis and treatment. 

 

But now the tea vegetable hospital is different. This disease must be taken down, otherwise hundreds of 

thousands of people's tea, tens of thousands of reproductive problems, this is a major event! 

 

Zhang Fan looked sadly at the patient crowd in line. He didn't expect that NIMA, an upper respiratory 

disease, had become Voldemort, especially in the next three ways ~! 

Chapter 1439 

 

 



When Zhao Yanfang arrived at the urology department, he Xinyi, the only female doctor in the urology 

department, was also called to the director's office by Zhang Fan. Because of the discussion of this 

scientific research, Lao Li, director of Urology, is no longer able. 

 

If you ask him to have a kidney transplant, he may be able to do it. If you ask him to talk about the 

reproductive inflammation of partial scientific research, he can give you an injection of urinary 

antibiotics at most! 

 

Other urologists, too. At present, there is no large-scale introduction of talents in urology, that is, he 

Xinyi, who has thrown herself into the net, is a master, and others are undergraduates in the early years. 

 

At present, Zhang fan can't consider developing urology. Therefore, Zhang fan can't talk about the 

problem of small stomach inflammation with Zhao Yanfang in the office. Although it's work, it's still 

embarrassing after all. 

 

 

He Xinyi entered the office shortly after she was old. The girl is cold. Not to mention whether it looks 

good or not. Her long eyelashes, thin lips and eyes are shining. She has a big temper. It is said that her 

boyfriend Dai Yuhang is often half paralyzed by the girl. 

 

 

Knocking on the door and entering the director's office, he Xinyi took off her gloves and said to the 

director of the urology department: "director, when the Dean comes to the Department, you don't put 

aside the difficulties of the Department. Other departments are not ICU or scientific research laboratory. 

 

 

Our department is squeezing my stomach day by day. Look at my white coat. I just changed it this 

morning! It's all done by the interns who are newly admitted to the hospital! " 

 

 

You say a man doesn't lick a dog, he really isn't! There are many fights with women in the street, but you 

say he licks the dog, really. 

 

 

It's better than how Xinyi. Although he came to the hospital for only one year, he can now be the head 

of half the urology department. 

 

Lao Li smiled awkwardly: "didn't you arrange students for you? You have to start by yourself. The 

leaders also have plans to lead!" 

 

 



"Can't I do it? Interns? They dare not do it. They say it's to remove pus, but it's like touching. Those who 

dare to do it are like butchers. Old men in their thirties are crying. 

 

Director, next time such interns will be arranged to go to other departments. We don't collect junk. " 

 

 

I don't know if he Xinyi is upset because she squeezed too many eggs. It's estimated that she told Zhang 

Fan. Anyway, Lao Li is embarrassed. 

 

"Director Li, hurry to have a look. I'm not at ease when he Xinyi says so!" Zhang Fan calls Lao Li out. The 

old man was worthless all his life. Let Ouyang pinch his tail. Now let the little girl instruct like a parent. 

 

Zhang Fan's heart kept sighing: "this NIMA, how did Lao Li's director get his hand! There's no means at 

all!" 

 

After Lao Li left, Zhao Yanfang and he Xinyi sat down. Zhang Fan was also impolite and said directly, 

"there is no reproductive health department in our hospital. In the past, except for arranging newlyweds 

for premarital examination, this aspect was blank. 

 

In this case, we have to take it down ourselves. Didn't Dr. he say that your department has no 

laboratory? I'll give you one now. You are responsible for the project and win the infection problem. I'll 

directly arrange you to be the director assistant. When you get the main treatment, I'll directly let you 

be the director! Do you have confidence in Lao Li as your assistant? " 

 

He Xinyi stretched out her neck like a quarrel and opened her mouth for a long time, but she didn't say a 

word. 

 

His eyes stared round, and finally he muttered discouraged: "it's all the dean. He's still competing with 

the little doctor!" 

 

He Xinyi is not a mallet. If she is a mallet, she will rush forward if she hears such a good thing. 

 

He Xinyi knows very well that this closed cavity organ infection is particularly troublesome. 

 

For example, intra-articular infection is extremely troublesome. The effect of this infection is particularly 

poor, and it is easy to relapse, over and over again, just like Kraft sugar. In the end, patients know what 

drugs to use in the next stage. 

 

After Zhang Fan looked down at he Xinyi, he didn't see her more. Then he said to Zhao Yanfang, "how 

long can you take the lead?" 

 

Zhao Yanfang frowned and thought, "the personnel must be complete!" 

 

"OK, you can choose the people in the hospital." 



 

"The reagent must have a high label, otherwise it is not sensitive." 

 

"OK, I'll get you the best one at present." Zhang Fan nodded. 

 

"I can't guarantee success, because this is the research on microbiology. I also did some experiments in 

this field when I was a master. I haven't done basic clinical trials for a long time after I studied as a 

doctor." 

 

"OK, it's you now. If you can't now, you should also do it. The antiemetic drugs should be handed over to 

the expert group of Marubeni first. Now your focus is here." 

 

After the explanation, Zhang Fan shouted Lao Chen and the director of general affairs to arrange various 

preparations. "It will be ready tonight and run tomorrow!" 

 

"Dean, in such a short time, the estimated price..." Lao Chen said anxiously. 

 

Laboratory level things are often scheduled. Once you buy them urgently, it will be the new year the day 

after tomorrow. You can't buy tickets until tomorrow. It's a problem that you can't buy them first. The 

scalpers who buy tickets will also cut you hard in price. 

 

"Now it's not about money." sometimes Zhang Fan wondered. Whether it's the income of the hospital 

or his own income, it's obviously much better than before, but he feels less and less stable than before. 

 

Now, there is often a gap for capital to enter, and there will be an outflow soon. Zhang Fan is always 

worried that one day the hospital will have to go to the bank for loans with the same salary as the tea 

vegetable government. 

 

Because the population is too small, if the tea vegetable hospital is in a city of tens of millions, Zhang Fan 

doesn't have to worry about this kind of thing. But in this place, the urban population can't exceed one 

million. But NIMA is not worried about this million. 

 

Flu comes every year, but who's home with mumps. The addition of disease is not simply one plus one 

equals two. 

 

It is often a huge number after one plus one equal sign. For example, diabetes and tuberculosis 

together, endocrine director will cry. For example, high blood pressure and old slow payment come 

together. Entering the Department is like a national treasure. You must live in the ward next to the 

doctor's office. 

 

Now, the flu is also a big problem. This thing is not an ordinary disease. It's over if you can't treat it 

symptomatically. Follow the routine treatment. We should also protect vulnerable people and block the 

channels of infection. To tell you the truth, the flu is cheap and poor. 

 



This thing is just soft and hard. It bullies the poor physical quality, the old, the weak, the sick and the 

disabled. During the golden hair flu season, more people die than in a small country. 

 

A single flu has made Zhang Fan's head big, and now there is mumps. If NIMA can't solve it at the first 

time, the tea vegetable man has a large area of reproductive problems, and the tea vegetable boss is 

expected to come out to stand guard and carry the pot. 

 

Outsiders don't know, but the doctors and nurses' families of tea vegetable hospital know that the 

situation is serious these days, because the family doesn't go home these days. 

 

Almost all the leaders of the hospital entered the front line, and Ouyang was stationed directly in the 

neonatal ward. You must not be infected here. Once you are infected here, you will not dare to think 

about the consequences. Therefore, Ouyang takes the director of the nursing department with a group 

of non clinical but clinical leaders, just like Jianghu leaders, who are responsible for blocking the source 

of infection in the Department. 

 

Yan Xiaoyu and Ren Li took people to the respiratory department to help Lao Ju. To tell you the truth, 

Lao Ju has a bad personality and a bad personality. 

 

In terms of the epidemic level of the respiratory department, it is estimated that there are no more than 

three people in the Manchuria border area who are worse than Lao Ju. After taking part in the anti SARS 

war in the capital, he arranged for this guy to study in Jinmao country for one year. 

 

Back to the frontier, the health department was going to leave the old house in the bird market. At that 

time, the leader of the Department of Health asked Lao Ju. Look at our epidemic prevention measures. I 

also went to Jinmao for half a year. 

 

That means, you praise me. I have face. We'll be together in the future. As a result, Lao Ju rolled his eyes 

and said a lot of problems. At that time, the leader of the health department had the same face as a 

shoe holder. 

 

Directly from where to go back and forth, but when it comes to tea, this guy doesn't have that feeling. 

He abandons himself without reuse. He insists that the respiratory department can speak English every 

morning and write his experience every month. Don't look like a maverick. 

 

But when Zhang Fan first came to power, people's respiratory doctors had a good technical level, such 

as Ouyang's equipment from pill country Lai PI, and other departments needed people's training in pill 

country to get started. 

 

But when the ICU equipment in the respiratory department of Marubeni gets tea, the doctors in the 

respiratory department of others will get started. 

 

However, the respiratory department is also a big kickback. For example, Zhang Fan's former teaching 

teachers in the respiratory department, such as Li Hui, almost robbed NIMA's sick patients without 



sleep. Moreover, Lao Ju clearly knows, but he still gives NIMA A's grinning calf protection regardless of 

asking or telling. Even used to quarrel with Ouyang for the doctors in the Department. 

 

Therefore, sometimes, you say that Lao Ju is a good doctor. Rolling his eyes can not only annoy the 

leaders, but also the patients. Say he's not a good doctor. Patients with severe tea element breathing 

didn't turn around! 

 

Sometimes Zhang Fan also dreams. It would be perfect if Lao Ju and Lao Gao were mixed into one 

person! 

 

After arranging the urology department, Zhang Fan went to pediatrics without stopping. 

 

If the respiratory department is a group of old men and women who are embarrassed and unable to 

breathe, the doctor's entry feels like a film covering the sky of the Department, an airtight film. The 

urology department is a kind of man shouting his mother in pain, which gives people a strange sense of 

joy. 

 

But in pediatrics, it is the feeling of chaos. 

 

Children cry, parents shout, and even stare and quarrel with nurses. 

 

When Zhang Fan entered the Department of Gynecology, LV Shuyan had brought the doctor to 

pediatrics. 

 

The two buildings of gynecology and pediatrics are connected, and their two departments also 

cooperate closely. For example, there is a morning meeting every Monday. If there is no ward round 

when the hospital grows up, people's Gynecology, pediatrics, obstetrics and neonatal Pediatrics come 

together to hold a morning meeting. 

 

LV Shuyan is also growing up now. Zhang Fan and his group, without talking about Zhang Fan, the fastest 

growing is LV Shuyan. 

 

Even Xu Xian, who plays with snakes, Wang Zipeng, who protects chrysanthemums, Wang Yanan, 

Princess of orthopedics, and he Xinyi, President of Urology, are not as strong as others' LV Shuyan. 

 

As for Xue Fei and Wang Guofu, they can't be compared with others directly. 

 

Now, although there is no official order for obstetrics and Gynecology, LV Shuyan is almost the director. 

 

At present, in addition to some extremely difficult operations, Lu Shuyan is now a knife. 

 

Looking at the joint cooperation between pediatrics and Gynecology, Zhang Fan still has a sense of 

achievement in his heart. At least his efforts are a little like now. 

Chapter 1440 



 

 

Hospital three battlefields, emergency, pediatrics and facial features! The larger ones are usually in 

pediatrics. Parents are worried. Sometimes there is a little spark, that is, four or five people go together. 

 

The emergency department was quite sudden, such as fighting. Two groups of drunkards fought. The 

loser lay on the stretcher, swearing, covered with mud and blood. He waited for the car to rest for a 

while, as if he had accumulated strength, and then turned his head to give a fist to the doctor or nurse. 

He made doctors and nurses his opponents! 

 

The scale is small, but the more tragic is the facial features department. In recent years, the trend of 

beauty has been popular. I don't know whether the imperialists will not die or whether there is 

something wrong with everyone's aesthetics. I think my nose is collapsed and I want to have a facelift. 

 

 

When something went wrong, he wanted to recover, and then came to the hospital to find a doctor. 

After that, it seemed more ugly. I felt that the doctor had deliberately done something bad for me. Then 

I went to the doctor with a knife. 

 

 

The previously noble family of facial features is now flying like a chicken and jumping like a dog. 

Therefore, in winter every year, there is no security department in any other department. Only 

Pediatrics arranges two security department personnel on duty. 

 

 

The security departments of many hospitals in the mainland are contracted by third-party companies, 

but the security departments of tea vegetable hospitals are still their own hospitals, which has both 

advantages and disadvantages. 

 

The disadvantage is that the metabolism is relatively slow. The veterans in those years are now middle-

aged men with fat waist and big arms. The benefits are also obvious, because they have room for 

improvement and have the opportunity to become leaders in departments such as logistics and general 

affairs. 

 

 

Therefore, it will not be like outsourcing. When you are free, you will be manly with a rubber stick. If you 

take off your clothes, you will turn around and run. 

 

 

"Dean!" the two security officers saw Zhang Fan and immediately came over. "Have you eaten? Lao Li, if 



your wife is in poor health, don't be on duty. Didn't I tell your section chief?" 

 

While walking, Zhang Fan said a word to more than 40 middle-aged men. 

 

 

"Nothing, nothing. Everyone is busy. I have no face to rest. Thank you, Dean!" 

 

"OK, I'll arrange it myself. If I can't, I'll go and have a rest. There's nothing wrong with anyone!" 

 

 

When Zhang Fan finished, he couldn't care about Lao Li with red eyes. Most of Zhang Fan's surgical skills 

come from the system, and the other half come from old man Lu, old man Wu and many teachers. The 

level of leadership is half from Ouyang and the other half from Lao ba. 

 

Of course, these small hands are useless when they meet LV Shuyan. 

 

The girl can't see Zhang Fan now. If you can't deal with Zhang Fan, don't deal with Zhang Fan. 

 

Earlier, she was interested in Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan had someone in his heart. As a result, her relatives 

didn't make it and became an enemy. Zhang Fan thinks it doesn't matter, but when he comes to LV 

Shuyan, Zhang Fan becomes Chen Shimei. 

 

So, sometimes, this kind of thing can't be said. 

 

"How is it?" Zhang Fan entered the Department and asked about the Department. 

 

"There are not many severe cases, most of them are mild, and the children have a high fever. There is a 

gynecologist LV in the Department, and now the staff is not nervous." the pediatric director immediately 

reported to Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang Fan nodded, and the stone in his heart fell down. Zhang Fan looked up at LV Shuyan. LV Shuya 

had secretly looked at Zhang Fan. As a result, when Zhang Fan looked over, she turned her eyes and 

turned her head. 

 

The MMP in Zhang Fan's heart! Originally, he wanted to ask whether there were enough people in the 

Department of gynecology. As a result, Zhang Fan was very depressed because he didn't take bean bags 

as dry food! 

 

But Zhang Fan doesn't have the same general knowledge as her, "Lv Shuyan, how many gynecologists 

have you left today?" 

 

"Seven doctors, full nurses! I'm not the director." after LV Shuyan answered, she had to add one more 

sentence. It seemed that she was unhappy not to say this sentence. 



 

But looking at Zhang Fan, she seemed to have finished asking questions. She clearly thought she 

wouldn't talk to Zhang Fan. As a result, she didn't know what was wrong. She opened her mouth and 

said, "how's the respiratory department!" after that, she felt as if she was worried that Zhang fan would 

not reply as well as her, or pretend she couldn't hear. Her face burned and she couldn't wear a mask. 

 

Zhang Fan didn't have a small stomach, sighed, "the intensive care unit is full of old people. It's 

estimated that this wave can't resist a lot!" 

 

"Our director's father is also hospitalized! She is too busy these days. She has to worry about the 

Department and take care of her father, so I brought people from the Department to Pediatrics for 

help." 

 

Seeing that Zhang Fan was tired and didn't care about her, LV Shuyan's attitude was obviously much 

better. 

 

"Is there such a thing?" Zhang Fan turned back and asked Wang Hong, "has the Trade Union sent 

someone to comfort?" 

 

Since Wang Hong was criticized by Zhang Fan last time, there is obviously no pride of bracket deputy 

section level now. 

 

Wang Hong, who had been standing aside to see that Zhang Fan and LV Shuyan didn't seem quite right, 

was stunned and hurriedly said, "not yet. The high chairman of the trade union is busy arranging 

specialists to go to the Department these days. It's not in time." 

 

"You can arrange to see which leader at home has time. If everyone is busy, let me know. I'll lead the 

team to express my condolences. The director of gynecology is a hero of the hospital. Now it's time to 

organize to send warmth. You must not be careless. In this way, you can make statistics and ask the 

head nurse of each department to report to you. Whose relatives in the Department have been 

hospitalized recently. 

 

Doctors and nurses can't go home. We can't pretend to be ignorant. " 

 

"Does the standard of consolation money go according to the level?" Wang Hong means that the 

director is a level, the deputy director is a level and the doctor is a level. 

 

Zhang Fan didn't think, "no, all according to the standard of 2000 yuan. Don't buy some fancy things that 

can't be used, just buy eggs and fresh beef and mutton!" 

 

"OK, I know." Wang Hong's mouth turned away and thought that Zhang Yuan was good for everything, 

just a little soil and protecting the calf. There was no need to think about fresh beef and mutton. Bayin's 

meat shop directly provided it. 

 



In a week's time, all doctors and nurses in the tea vegetable hospital directly eat and live in the hospital. 

The winning patients came in a hurry and went out slowly, which made the hospital a lot easier. 

 

In fact, colds and influenza are almost the same. It takes a week without drugs. Moreover, most patients 

heal themselves. Only critically ill patients lie in the hospital and can't be discharged for the time being. 

 

The ICU ward of the respiratory department is still full. Jumabek even said in the Department that the 

general ICU of the hospital should be assigned to the respiratory department. Someone gave a small 

report to Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan didn't say anything after listening to it. 

 

He didn't say who made a small report, nor did he say that Lao Ju was not. Lao Ju's virtue brought a flu. 

If there was a more serious one, it was estimated that he could apply to be the commander-in-chief of 

disease resistance and disaster relief. 

 

Pediatric patients come fast and walk fast. 

 

Only more than 20 people in the urology department had problems with their reproductive system. 

Zhao Yanfang took drugs in time, and most men recovered, but these more than 20 men were really in 

trouble. 

 

Zhang Fan looked at the patient's case and first looked at his age, "48, 39..." 

 

He didn't see a stone about 30. The stone hanging from his throat came down slightly. If this is a group 

of marriageable men of school age, Zhang Fanzhen's head will be big. 

 

"How is the patient's mood?" 

 

"It's all fairly stable. It's no big deal. Although the little tadpole is affected, the weapon is not broken and 

can still be used!" 

 

He Xinyi replied in a very rough way. Zhang Fanbai glanced at her. This business is very strange. 

 

For example, a male doctor in a white coat becomes a gynecologist. If it is difficult to open his mouth at 

the beginning and slowly develop to the end, he will become more and more cautious and particular, 

and finally become a gentleman. 

 

Once a female doctor becomes a urologist, she will only become more and more unscrupulous. What? 

Take it off. I haven't seen anything. What? Why is yours so small! Where it hurts, she says hello. Really, 

it's no exaggeration. 

 

If Zhang Fan doesn't believe it, he Xinyi said, "Dean, don't look at me. If you don't believe it, go to the 

ward round." 

 

Zhang Fan glanced at Zhao Yanfang. Zhao Yanfang was a little shy, but he didn't deny it. 



 

"Let's go and have a look. I'm really worried if I don't look." then he took them to the ward round. 

 

Before entering the ward, I heard an old man playing coquettish inside. 

 

"I have a headache and a fever. I feel terrible these days. Also, the doctor said that the virus will affect 

my male function this time, and I may be gone in the future!" 

 

Zhang Fan was going to enter, but when he heard this, he stopped. A little boy was coquettish and 

acceptable. An old man with a broken beard was coquettish. Zhang Fan felt goose bumps on his body. 

 

Zhang Fan was going to cough or make some noise. As a result, he heard a woman's voice: "it's all right. 

Just recover. Besides, it's not what you're good at. If you can't, you can't. If you're all right! Come and 

eat dumplings!" 

 

Zhang Fan didn't laugh. Zhao Yanfang and he Xinyi couldn't help laughing. 

 

The people inside seemed to hear something and stopped talking. 

 

Zhang Fan looked at the two women laughing together and had no face to enter the ward for ward 

rounds. 

 

"Can you be professional, can you be professional!" Zhang Fan scolded as he left. 

 

The more said, the more the two women laughed. 

 

Zhang Fan laughed. As long as the patient is in this state of mind, Zhang Fan is relieved, but Zhang Fan 

still can't relax about the treatment of this virus. 

 

He specifically explained to Zhao Yanfang that we are lucky this time. What if there is a young one next 

time? Don't laugh or cry. 

 

The tea vegetable government also breathed a sigh of relief. "Leader, what do you do with this gem? 

According to the official status, the gift Zhang Yuan sent by the desert country should be handed in." 

 

"What did Zhang Yuan say?" 

 

"Zhang Yuan left without saying a word. We can't help it now!" 

 

"In a private capacity?" 

 

"There's no precedent for this! And Zhang Yuan doesn't belong to our tea vegetable management. You 

say this." 

 



"OK, let's give the bird market people a headache. Let's stop interfering. There are no people inside and 

outside. Has the production capacity of the high tech Zone not been affected recently?" 

 

…… 

 

If there is any place in China that can achieve free medical care, free education and free pension, it is 

estimated that everyone thinks it is impossible. 

 

But China really has such a county, Mumu county. In the early years of this place, the ditch was deep 

and the mountains were high. It can be said that it was poor mountains and rivers. Later, it was found 

that there were all coal mines underground, and it was said to be high-quality coal mines. 

 

This place has made a fortune. It is said that the person with the most cash in the northwest is from this 

small county. 

 

On this day, there was a car accident here, and a Hummer fell into a gully. After the patient was sent to 

the hospital, the hospital leaders frowned. The patient's family members were very aggressive and 

almost ate the hospital leaders. 

 

"Where can we rescue now!" 

 

"Either go to the capital or go to the tea plant. Zhang Yuan of the tea plant spine and academician Liao 

of the golden mean are both in the tea plant!" 

 


